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Abstract
Materials such as concrete, asphalt and red brick replacing vegetation have given rise to
the Urban Heat Island phenomenon. The Urban Heat Island phenomenon is when the tem-
perature of the region within the cities is higher compared to the rural surroundings, often
resulting in higher energy costs. With urbanization being very common, this problem needs
to be addressed nowmore than ever. With QUIC EnvSim, we are able to simulate and better
understand energy balance in urban settings. However, QUIC EnvSim does not represent
building material properties in ﬁne-grained detail and is limited by the level of discretiza-
tion of the urban domain. Due to the nature of solar energy simulations, the level of details
in the scene can potentially have a large impact on the energy calculations. The hypothesis
that this thesis works on is that adding micro level material details to buildings at a scale
smaller than the domain discretization, will aﬀect the energy balance calculations in the
urban environment.
This paper extends on QUIC EnvSim(QES) which is an extendable framework for ur-
ban climate modeling. The newly developed model improves on the visual aspects of the
frameworks, making the scenes more realistic. It provides the option to choose from var-
ious types of buildings in the urban environment. Building type can be either ﬁxed or be
randomly assigned based on the settings speciﬁed in the conﬁguration. Apart from improv-
ing the visual aspect, the new model also uses this visual information for more detailed
calculation of material properties such as albedo, emissivity, and diﬀuse fraction.
The model can be enhanced by deﬁning additional building types, resulting in more
complex and detailed scenes. The system uses OptiX for visualizing the models. The OptiX
Ray tracing engine is an accessible, ﬂexible and reusable platform used for development of
ray tracing programs for NVIDIA GPUs. The model is used to visualize complex scenes
such as theUniversity ofMinnesota, Duluth and downtown Salt LakeCity, Utah. The results
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provide better visuals and also provide more accurate estimation of the energy balances in
the urban environments. Simulations using the old and the new system were run over the
course of three days for a street in Gothenburg, Sweden, for which data has been measured
experimentally. The comparison of the results show that adding material details into the
scene improved on the results by taking them closer to the measured values.
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1 Introduction
Every material has unique properties and interacts with energy diﬀerently. The result
of sunlight falling on a concrete road is diﬀerent from when it falls on a lush green ﬁeld.
According to the United Nations Population Division by 2030 60 percent of the world pop-
ulation will live in urban settings[16]. As we move more and more towards urbanization
natural vegetation and soils are replaced by man-made buildings and roads. These build-
ings are made up of materials like red brick and asphalt which interact with radiation energy
diﬀerently to vegetation. The development of buildings and change of materials upsets the
climate and causes a rise in temperature in urban environments. This phenomenon is known
as Urban Heat Island (UHI) phenomenon. The United States Environmental Protection
agency estimates that, between 1979 and 2003, heat exposure has caused more casualties
than hurricanes, lightning, tornadoes, ﬂoods and earthquakes combined[7]. As an example
of that in June 2015 in Karachi, Pakistan more than 1000 people lost their lives due to heat
related incidents[17]. Although all cannot be blamed on UHI phenomenon, some of these
deaths are caused by poor infrastructure which we can ﬁx by providing better air condi-
tioned facilities. But this would be causing one problem to solve another Since Now we
would have higher cost and a larger carbon footprint.
So we need to address the problem where it is at. Urban Heat Island phenomenon is
unique to each urban settlement. In places like deserts where the cities are surrounded by
sand, the diﬀerence in and outside is not huge due to similar material properties. Whereas
cities surrounded by vegetation feel the impact of UHI phenomenon to a greater extent. That
is not all there are other factors like how the city expanded and if it is tropical or not that
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impact UHI. Since the problem is unique to each city and varies on soo many factors we
do not have one general solution that can be implemented to solve this problem. We need
simulations to view each city individually and perform the analysis.
Some of the solutions suggested to counter UHI include the Cool Roof Project[30],
which works on the concept of painting rooftops and high energy absorbing materials with
a coat of energy reﬂective materials. But the question becomes which buildings or parking
lots should we target to have the greatest impact for this designers and city planners need
simulation tools. Another project to solve the UHI problem is known as the Green Roof
project[10]. This project works on a similar concept by using plantation on top of buildings
and parking lots which are exposed to direct solar radiations. The question with this project
is similar again that where should we implement this project for maximum impact.
QUIC EnvSim (QES) is a framework designed to simulate urban microclimate[20].
QES uses the GPUs computational power in order to generate simulations and gather results
eﬃciently. The urban environments that QES simulates are represented by virtual scenes.
These scenes are composed of buildings and the ground plane. The buildings in the scene
are discretized into patches. This can be seen in the example in Figure 1.1 where the build-
ing in the scene is distributed into 3D patches. These patches are the unit of measurement
for simulations. So if the simulation is running to calculate the temperature for the scene the
temperature calculations are done per patch. Since QES discretizes the scenes into patches
it is limited by the level of discretization. More patches can be used to get higher accuracy,
but this would result in a higher computational cost. Hence, the hypothesis this thesis works
on is that, Adding micro level material details to buildings at a scale smaller than the domain
discretization, will aﬀect the energy balance calculations in the urban environment.
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Figure 1.1: The buildings in the scene are discretized into patches.
1.1 Scientiﬁc Modeling
Using radiation exchange and temperature sensors one can observe the impacts of ma-
terials used on buildings on the urban climate. But the use of physical sensors limits the
amount of information we can gain about the climate of a city. Since we have to go to each
location we are interested to record data oﬀ and place the sensor and then wait for the mea-
surements to be read for the time frame we are interested in. To go one step further from
here, we use Scientiﬁc Modeling to simulate urban scenes. The Scientiﬁc Models are ﬁrst
checked for accuracy by comparing them with known values. One example can be seen in
the results section of the thesis when an experiment done in Gothenburg, Sweeden is sim-
ulated and then the results are compared to measured data [8]. Once the accuracy is close
to an acceptable level, these scientiﬁc models are used to visualize urban settlements for
which we do not have sensory data. A model's eﬃciency can be measured by comparing
the results it generates to the actual results obtained from sensors given an initial state and
initial conditions to the model. Models generally are never completely accurate, and can
have a signiﬁcant amount of errors depending on the situation. It is observed that the mod-
els eﬃciency decreases once the scale of the experiment is small and models tend to show
better accuracy on continental level experiments[23]. Experiments on a smaller scale are
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more dependent on how the scene is modeled because in the micro level the minor details
in the scenes can have huge impacts on the simulation results. Actual scenes may contain
buildings with oddly shaped windows and doors and other complex architectural objects,
which if ignored in the simulation, may not have a huge impact on continental scale but on
micro scale this level of detail is important. When applying a Scientiﬁc Model in order to
ﬁnd a balance between eﬃciency and accuracy some simplifying assumptions are made.
For greater accuracy of models, detailed modeling for simulations is required. QES makes
the assumption that the walls of the building is composed of only one material type is what
this thesis tries to address by adding details about the window to the buildings. Further
explanation about QES can be found in the next section.
1.2 QUIC EnvSim
Quic EnvSim is a framework for microclimate modeling. The framework is easily cou-
plable and is a high-performance framework delivering not only good accuracy but high
eﬃciency too. New models and paradigms can be easily incorporated within the frame-
work. The framework includes several models that aﬀect the urban microclimate. These
models include QESCore, QESViewFactor, QESRadiant, QESGUI, and QESLSM. We are
working with only four of these libraries in this so we will leave out the explanation for
QESLSM.
QESCore
The core of the QES handles the primary functions and re-usable functions of the of
QES and functioning of theQESContext. This library is responsible for allocating resources
like buﬀers, texture samplers and handling of input variables and setting up of the variables.
Newmodels can be made and joined into the QES Systemwith the help of the QES Context.
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The QES context is responsible for running oﬀ the models. It is like the bus of QES which
everything attaches to and shares information through. Models can share data with other
models and libraries using the QES Context. The QES Core is also responsible for loading
up the scene of the simulation. The scene consisting of buildings, ground, vegetation, and
sensors can be speciﬁed using XML Documents, Hard Coded or as a QUIC Project. The
XML document can also be used to specify additional conﬁgurations for the scene.
QESViewFactor
Computes the sun, sky and wall view factors for all the patches in the scene. We will
only be concerned with the Sun View factor in our work. Which is the ratio of a patch
that receives direct sunlight. This is calculated by checking evenly distributed points for
visibility of the sun. If all the points are visible from the sun that means that patch has a sun
view ratio of 1.0.
QESRadiant
This is the library which computes the exchange of radiant energy between sun, surfaces,
vegetation and atmosphere.
QESGui
The graphical user interface library which by using OpenGL and SFML displays the
output of the simulations in a graphical interface.
The framework is designed in such a way that it is easy to use these models and extend
the functionality. In this paper, a further model is developed which adds micro level details
to the simulation to improve the visual aspects of the system. This paper also uses the micro
level detail added into the system to perform more detailed energy exchange calculations.
Ray tracing is used for the simulation. The newly developed visual model uses the sun
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view factor model in order to draw shadows. The model uses Optix to run more realistic
simulations. OptiX Ray tracing engine is an accessible, ﬂexible, reusable platform used for
development of ray tracing programs for NVIDIA GPUs[21]. The main positive of using
OptiX for development of the ray tracing programs is that it provides a platform which acts
as a middleware between the programmer and the hardware and hides the complexities of
multicore environment andmakes the development of ray tracing engines faster and generic.
The OptiX engine is composed of programs which cover all the subparts of a complete
working ray tracing engine. The programs include Ray Generation, Intersection, Bounding
Box, Closes Hit, Any Hit, Miss, Exception and Selector Visit.
By adding details to buildings like windows and using textures the visual aspect of the
simulation has improved. Apart from the simulation looking like an actual urban environ-
ment, the accuracy has also improved since more details have been added to the microcli-
mate environment.
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2 Background
2.1 Ray Tracing
A 3D scene can be represented in the form of mathematical models. Using these math-
ematical equations to convert the 3D representations to 2D images is known as the process
of Rendering. Rendering of 3D scenes can be achieved by using many algorithms. The best
technique may vary from scenario to scenario. Some applications the like games interactiv-
ity is the primary concern and such applications are okay with sacriﬁcing some aspects of
realism in order to achieve high frame rates. While in another application being interactive
is not the primary concern but being able to represent the physical 3D scene realistically
is of primary importance. Sometimes this realism comes at the cost of very poor frame
rates for scenes, but depending on the application high frame rate might not be the primary
concern. Each technique has its own advantages so depending on the application you can
choose one.
Ray tracing can be used to generate high-quality images but comes at a high compu-
tational cost[25]. Hence, Ray tracing is mostly used for oﬄine rendering and not when
interactivity is the primary goal. In the recent years with GPUs becoming much more com-
putationally powerful Ray Tracing is making its way into the world of interactive render-
ing[15][12][22][29]. The basics of ray tracing involve projecting a ray from each pixel into
a virtual scene and then computing the interaction of the ray with all objects in the scene. If
an object is hit then the calculations are done for that point on the object for the amount of
light or energy on that object. These calculations are based on the Rendering Equation[14].
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Solving the rendering equation is the main goal behind realistic scene rendering.
Figure 2.1: Ray Tracing works by projecting rays into the scene. Diagram taken from
wikipedia.org under the terms of GNU Free Documentation License.
Ray tracing today is considered to be a very accurate approximation of real scenes. This
has been achieved through various research work, Henri Gouraud addressed the importance
of keeping a balance between reality and eﬃciency [11]. Initial algorithms focused on
removal of hidden lines in wireframe images, but these were wire frame images which were
good for some applications but did not provide any realism. In the initial systems, the
scenes were composed of polygons, shading of a particular polygon was only dependent on
its orientation. Doing this created confusion between parallel polygons although they may
be at a diﬀerent distance from the observer but were shaded the same because of the same
orientation. This lost the perception of depth for the observer and confusion was avoided by
drawing edges of polygons over the shading. Warnock [26] and Roomney [31] developed
a shading function for shading of polygons, dependent on orientation and distance from
the observer. Appel in 1968 [1] introduced shading into these wireframe images. The
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shading techniques were improved with time by the likes of Whitted who presented a fast
renderingmethod for complex scenes[27]. Since then better rendering techniques have been
used to present these scenes faster and more accurately. Cook[6] introduced the concept of
Distributed ray tracing hence paving the way for parallel ray tracing code. Graphics cards
are known to run code rapidly in parallel. Graphics cards have progressed rapidly, today
we have much more computational power, but we have much more complex problems to
deal with too. The idea of keeping a balance between making things look realistic while
keeping them computationally eﬃcient still exists. Pixar extended its RenderMan renderer
by including ray tracing capabilities for the movie 'Cars' released in 2006[4]. This was
done because of the capability of ray tracing to accurately display shadows and reﬂections,
which in rasterization require complex techniques and algorithms. The choice of ray tracing
in this movie was motivated by the fact that cars generally are shiny and reﬂective and the
movie consisted of complex scenes involving cars. REYES's algorithm which computes
reﬂections using environment map[5], was considered at ﬁrst, but the reﬂections gave only
a good approximation rather than providing the actual reﬂection of the scene on the car.
Shadows which are calculated using shadowmaps in rasterization algorithms[24] also result
in loss of detail. If scenes has lots of tiny details and many lights it can lead to resolution
problems in shadow maps. In scenes which have multiple lighting sources and tiny details,
keeping track of all shadow map ﬁles can become a huge overhead as well. Computation
of shadows in ray tracing is very natural, whenever we want to compute if an object is in
shadow or not we just determine if any of the light sources are visible from that object or
not. Hence, we ﬁre a virtual ray from the patch to all the light sources in the scene and
determine if they get to the light sources. Hence, ray tracing is capable of handling scenes
with many light sources. Scenes with a lot of light sources, take advantage of ray tracing to
compute soft natural shadows and lightning eﬀects.
Ray tracing technique, can be used to render very precise images[13]. The ray tracing
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pipeline follows these steps generally with some other steps to speed up the process or
handle exceptions. All ray tracing algorithms have at least these steps.
• Ray Generation
• Intersection
• Shading
• Miss
Ray Generation
The ﬁrst step is the ﬁring of the ray from the camera into the scene. This step involves
Creating the payload for the ray to be launched the payload is user deﬁned and it will be
ﬁlled with the output for that ray. For visual rendering of scenes, this payload contains the
RGB value variables which are ﬁlled with the RGB values by other functions. For creating
the ray we need to ﬁgure out the Basis vector for our camera. We use the view direction
vector to calculate these basis vectors. Now using this basis vector we calculate the ray
direction. Once we have all these and the Geometry is setup we launch the ray through into
the scene through a pixel.
Intersection
All the complex shapes are made up of primitive shapes like planes, circles, and trian-
gles. We calculate If our ray hits any of these objects in our scene and if that is the case we
report a patch hit and we call the shade function to shade that pixel which the ray comes
from with appropriate color. If none of the objects is hit that is considered a miss and the
miss function is called to shade the pixel with background color.
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Shading
Once we have determined that the ray was hit we note down the hit point location and
report that we need to perform shading. Each object is assigned a material and each material
has its own shader. So when a patch is hit the appropriate shader is called. The shader then
returns a color for the patch. Calculating if the point on the object hit is in a shadow or
not is also done while shading by ﬁring a ray from the hit point to the light sources. If the
ray reaches any of the light sources that means it is receiving direct light otherwise it is
considered to be in a shadow.
Miss
This program is called when the ray hits none of the objects. This function assigns the
pixel for that ray with a background color.
2.2 GPUs and CUDA
Graphic Processing Units(GPU) are special kinds of microprocessors used to perform
highly parallel and computational intensive tasks. GPUs today are much more generalized
as compared to the initial days when theywould only target the Graphics related applications
and were optimized for those calculations only[3]. They are diﬀerent from the traditional
Central Processing Unit in the way that they have many cores which provide a very high
level of parallelism. They work on an SIMD(Single Instruction Multiple Data) designs.
Figure 2.2 gives an overview of the SIMD architecture. SIMD based processors are capable
of running the same instruction on diﬀerent data in parallel. This works especially good for
ray tracing application when we have diﬀerent pixel calculations which are independent
of other pixels in the scene. Hence, each pixel represents the diﬀerent data but the same
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Figure 2.2: SIMD based processors are designed to take a single instruction and run it on
multiple data sets in parallel.
sequence of instructions are run to determine the color of each pixel.
Modern day GPUs are more general purpose and they work in collaboration with the
CPU to perform more general tasks. In cases like these the CPU is often called the host.
This type of computing is referred to as GPU-accelerated computing. Some portion of the
code which is computationally expensive is run in parallel on the GPU and the remainder
of the code continues to run on the CPU. This speeds up the application run time without
adding unnecessary complexity to the code. To write code, that would run on the GPU
we need to deﬁne kernels. Instead of writing assembly language programs we can use
libraries to write these kernels. One such library is provided by NVIDIA by the name of
CUDA[19], for writing kernels for NVIDIA based graphic cards. Figure 2.3 shows the
basic working of CUDA-based GPU Computing.A program written in C or in any other
programming language supported by CUDA is distributed into parallel and non-parallel
parts. The division of the program into pieces is done by the CUDA compiler. CUDA
assumes that the GPU is a co-processor to the CPU having its ownmemory. When designing
such applications we need to avoid many data transfers between the CPU and the GPU
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because that is considered a very computationally expensive operation[32]. The task of
the host is to launch the kernels on the GPU, along with the management and allocation
of memory. The CPU is called the host, it is in charge of sending instructions to the GPU
telling it what to do.
Figure 2.3: The code consists of two parts one of which is kernel code and runs on the GPU
while the other is the sequential code running on the CPU.
NVIDIA has also developed a ray tracing engine targeting their graphic cards, NVIDIA
OptiX. OptiX utilizes GPU-accelerated computing to provide a highly parallel ray tracing
architecture[21]. OptiX provides a set of programmable operations which are part of most
ray tracing programs. It uses the fact that all ray tracing programs involves similar functions
with some variations. OptiX provides a framework for adding functionality to all of the
functions in a generic ray tracing pipeline. At the heart of OptiX engine is the concept of
context. The context is used to share information between host and device and also can be
used to share information between diﬀerent kernels. The output is stored in special kind of
temporary arrays called the buﬀers. The buﬀers can also be used to communicate large sets
of sequential data between the host and kernel.
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2.3 Radiations and Material Types
The complete process of energy being transmitted via particles or waves from one body,
through an intervening medium, and ﬁnally absorbed by another body is called radiation.
Radiations can be of many forms like microwaves, visible light, X-rays, etc. They vary in
terms of wavelengths which is the distance between two peaks of the wave. Urban envi-
ronment temperature is dominated by two kinds of radiations, shortwave, and long wave
radiations[28]. The primary source of shortwave radiation is the sun. This radiation travels
from the sun through the atmosphere where they are absorbed and scattered. Some of this
radiation is absorbed by objects and some of it upon reaching is reﬂected onto other objects.
The amount of radiation absorbed and reﬂected depends on the type of the material. Apart
from shortwave, all objects having temperature emit longwave radiation. This radiation is
also absorbed, scattered and reﬂected by other objects.
Figure 2.4: Urban climate is impacted by shortwave radiation from the sun and the long
wave radiation transfer between objects.
When a building is being planned the type of material used in making the building can
have an impact on the urban micro-climate. Each material has unique properties in terms of
the way it absorbs, scatters and reﬂects radiations. For example, an asphalt road absorbs a
great deal of energy whereas a windowmade of glass reﬂects most of it. This property of the
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material can be described as albedo. The albedo of the material represents its reﬂectiveness,
it's the ratio of reﬂected radiation to the amount of radiation received. So a higher albedo
value represents high reﬂectiveness hence low absorption of energy. An object that absorbs
nothing and reﬂects all the energy will have the albedo of 1.0. Since this is a ratio so it
has no units associated with it. Albedo is about the reﬂection of energy by various kinds of
objects, it is used to represent the amount of shortwave and longwave radiations reﬂected by
the objects. Another type of radiation impacting the urban climate is the longwave radiations
emitted by the objects having some sort of temperature. Emissivity represents the ratio of
the thermal energy emitted by the object to the ratio of the thermal energy emitted by the
perfect emitter having an emissivity of 1.0. A Black Body is considered to be the perfect
emitter with the emissivity of 1.0 while polished metallic surface has low emissivities less
than 0.1. Since both albedo and emissivity are ratios the values vary from 0.0 to 1.0. As
seen in the Figure 2.5, the amount of radiation reﬂected by the surface varies depending on
the type material the object is made of.
Figure 2.5: When shortwave falls on a surface of an object some of it is absorbed while some
of it is reﬂected along with the emission of longwave radiations due to the temperature of
the object.
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2.4 QES
QUIC EnvSim(QES) is a framework to simulate urbanmicroclimate. It utilizes the GPU
Computational Resources to simulate urban environment microclimate. The buildings in
the domain are discretized into patches. The accuracy is of the system is highly dependent
on the size of the patch. The lower the patch size on the building the higher is the accuracy
that we can achieve. The more patches we have per building the higher accuracy levels we
can achieve. But adding patches adds to computation hence also adds to simulation times.
The buildings by default have red brick walls and tops of tar paper.
At the heart of QES EnvSim is a framework which is dynamic and scalable. This is
achieved with the concept of models and libraries. Model is a physical or numerical repre-
sentation of an observed phenomenon. QES is built on top of NVIDIA Optix. The modern
day GPUs are much more heterogeneous capable of doing more generic tasks. This hetero-
geneity is achieved by dividing the code into two separate parts. One for the GPU and one
for the CPU. The CPU is often referred to as the host because it is responsible for allocation
of resources and running of programs on the GPU or also known as the Device. The GPU
performs computationally aggressive tasks. Since QES is an extendable framework we can
add new models and join them into the system using the context. But If we have to create
models they have to follow the QES Pipeline which comprises of
Setup
Initialization of resources on the CPU. Speciﬁcation of Scene to be operated on, apart
from that which other models and libraries are to be used are speciﬁed in this phase.
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Initialization
GPU resources allocation for the models. The scene that was speciﬁed in the last step
is loaded. GPU resources can be allocated through variables and buﬀers.
Simulation
Execution of all the models joined in the context. The model will remain in this state
unless the instance of the program is exited.
Termination
Deallocation of CPU and GPU resources. Cleaning up and program termination.
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3 Implementation
The Visual Renderer is built on top of QES by implementing the QES pipeline. The
goal of the thesis work can be summarized as
• Better visual rendering of the scenes.
• Pseudo urban environment generation.
• Using micro-level details added into the system to evaluate radiation transfer calcu-
lations.
The ﬁrst section will explain how the Visual Renderer is developed.
3.1 Visual OptiX Renderer
Ray tracing is used to Visually render the scenes. Images are generated by tracing the
path of light through all the pixels in the image plane and simulating the eﬀects it encounters
with virtual objects described in the scene ﬁles. The ﬁrst step in the ray tracing process is
ﬁring of the ray from the camera into the scene. Each ray has a deﬁned pay load value which
will be ﬁlled up with the output for the pixel it passes through. For the visual renderer, the
payload will contain the RGB values we want to color our pixel with. Once the ray is
launched into our scene it is checked for intersection with all the geometries in the scene. If
the ray hits one of geometry its shader function is called. Each patch is assigned a material
and each material is assigned a shader when the scene is loaded in the initialization phase
of the program. The shader has stored textures which are like skins for diﬀerent building
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types. Depending on the type of material that is hit the appropriate texture is applied to the
patch that was hit.
Figure 3.1: Image on the left is per patch and is generated using quicEnvSim and image on
the right is generated using the Visual Renderer.
The Visual Renderer makes use of the existing Simple and Fast Multimedia Library
(SFML) based display system and runs with the current system. To run a model in OptiX
mode we need to set the ﬂag IsInOptixMode to 1. If the Visual system is set to be in OptiX
mode then it loads up the OptiX buﬀer and works on a per ray basis.
3.1.1 Visual Renderer
quicEnvSim[20] provides the details about the buildings temperatures and the urban
environments hence, it can identify hotspots in the urban environment, but to diagnose the
reason for that hotspot we need better visual aid. The Visual Renderer provides the ability
to visualize the urban environments. It is an OptiX based system which uses intersections
and shader to display the urban environments. Using the Visual Renderer one can diagnose
the reason for certain behaviors pertaining to temperatures taking place in the urban envi-
ronments. As it can be seen in Figure 3.2 the scene is physically composed of the same
buildings at the same time of the day and date. But the temperature on the ground close
to the building is diﬀerent for both scenes. With more complex scenes going through the
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Figure 3.2: Images showing the temperatures of the same scene. Images generated using
current QES system[20]
conﬁguration ﬁles and determining the reason for this change in temperature can be tedious
work. Now if we use the Visual Renderer to visualize this scene we can clearly see the
reason for this diﬀerence. As it can clearly be seen in Figure 3.3, the buildings on the left
Figure 3.3: Images showing the visual aspects of same scene.
are made of red brick hence they absorb more energy rather than reﬂecting it on the ground.
In the image on the right, the buildings are made up of White Pigment which has a higher
albedo value of 0.85 as compared to 0.3 of the red brick. This diﬀerence in albedo values
for the materials results in higher temperature values where the energy from the sun is being
reﬂected on the ground. Hence, Visual Renderer can be used to visually analyze the scenes
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for certain patterns.
The QES framework has a context controlled by the QESCore library, which runs all the
models that are added into our system. In order for a model to be runnable by the context, it
has to follow the QES Pipeline. The Visual Renderer works with the current framework by
implementing these functions. Visual Renderer uses textures for all the types of materials
supported by QES. Textures, as described previously, are skins that can be wrapped around
3D objects.
More textures can easily be added to the system as we add more material types to the
system. TheModelBase is extendedwith extra functionality added for adding these textures.
Whenever any of the models is run the basic textures are loaded in to be used in the kernels.
Kernels are GPU level code blocks which are run on the GPU by the host CPU. To add a
new base texture type we just have to place the texture image ﬁle in the resources/textures/
folder. For example, we want to add a texture for concrete, which is represented by the
image ﬁle concrete.ppm placed in the appropriate folder. Now to load the texture we will
simply use the PPMLoader's load texture function.
1 Tex tu r eSamp l e r t e x _ s amp l e r ;
2 PPMLoader ppm( t e x t u r e _ p a t h ) ;
3 t e x_ s amp l e r = ppm . l o a dTex t u r e ( g_ sha r ed . c on t e x t , d e f a u l t _ c o l o r , t r u e ) ;
This will load the texture in the texSampler and we can simply add it to the context which
would make it accessible to all kernels by using the following command.
1 g_sha r ed . c o n t e x t [ " c o n c r e t e _ t e x "]−>se tT e x t u r e S amp l e r ( t e x _ s amp l e r ) ;
Now by deﬁning a texture sampler in our kernel code like
1 r tT ex t u r eS amp l e r <f l o a t 4 , 2> c o n c r e t e _ t e x ;
we can simply access this texture and use it to improve the visual aspects of the scene.
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The Visual Renderer follows the QES Pipeline and implementation the functions de-
ﬁned by the ModelBase, it can use some of the already existing models to perform some
computations. The existing system has a View Tracer model which computes the sun, sky
and wall view factors for all patches. Computes the sun, sky and wall view factors for all
the patches in the scene. We will only be concerned with the Sun View factor in our work,
which represents the amount of direct solar radiation a patch is visible to. This is calculated
by checking evenly distributed points for visibility of the sun. If all the points are visible
from the sun that means that patch has a sun view ratio of 1.0. The visual renderer uses the
sun view factor from this model to draw shadows.
Adding a new Model
All the models that need to be run are joined in the context of QES. After creation of the
context and the models, they are joined together using the joinModel function. The next
step in the ﬂow is the creation of the scene which has to be done before the initialization
and compilation of the context. This is done because before the context can be combined
all the hit functions and buﬀer properties have to be set. Some of these properties are set
based on the scene hence the initialization of scene is essential before the compilation of the
context. Once we have all the models we need and the scene is loaded, we can and compile
the context. Since the ViewTracer model requires the position of the sun to be setup for its
calculation so before running the simulation these properties have to be set.
Buﬀers are regions of memory where data is stored temporarily. The simulations uses
buﬀers to store outputs, these buﬀers are accessible by the host and also by all the kernels.
When the simulation is run the ray tracing OptiX engine runs the program for each ray and
stores the output from each ray in the designated buﬀers. These buﬀers can then be accessed
in order to view the output. The listing below describes the process of creating and joining
diﬀerent models. line 1 loads the context. Lines 2 and 3 initialize the models that we are
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going to use which are joined in lines 4 and 5. Once that is done we load up the scene and
check for any errors in line 6. At this point, we are done with the setup phase and the context
moves on to initialization in line 7. If everything is smooth the simulation is run in line 8
which represents the simulation phase of the QES pipeline. once that is done we move on
to the ﬁnal phase of the pipeline which is termination which is not shown in the listing but,
in this phase we check for errors and cleanup according to the results of our simulation.
1 qes : : QESContext c o n t e x t ( 1 ) ;
2 qes : : ViewTracer vT r a c e r ;
3 qes : : V i sua lRende r vRender ( x_ s i z e , y _ s i z e ) ;
4 c o n t e x t . j o inMode l ( &vT r a c e r ) ;
5 c o n t e x t . j o inMode l ( &vRender ) ;
6 i f ( ! l o adScene ( &con t e x t , &a r g s ) ) { r e t u r n EXIT_FAILURE ; }
7 i f ( ! c o n t e x t . i n i t i a l i z e ( ) ) { r e t u r n EXIT_FAILURE ; }
8 i n t hour = 15 ; i n t minu te = 0 ; i n t second = 0 ;
9 boo l s u c c e s s = c o n t e x t . r u nS imu l a t i o n ( ) ;
One of the features of the system is that the models are run in the order they are joined
in the context. So since we joined the View Tracer model ﬁrst that model runs before run-
ning of the Visual Renderer model. This View Tracer stores its result in the patch_fsky
and patch_fsun buﬀers. Since we are only concerned with the sun view factor for our cal-
culations we do not use the other output buﬀer. Each patch in the system is assigned an
integer value which is its ID. This value is known as the hit_patch_id which is set in the
intersection function by the patch_hit kernel. The patch_hit kernel has the task of deter-
mining if a ray hits a patch or not. Once the patch_hit kernel determines that a patch was hit
then depending on the material of that patch appropriate shader kernel is called. If the ray
does not hit any patch then the miss function is called. The hit_patch_id is used to extract
the values from the output buﬀers of the View Tracer Model, as you can see in line 1 of
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the listing below. Since the View Tracer model was run before our model, the patch_fsun
buﬀer is already ﬁlled up with appropriate sun view values. The fSun value represents the
direct solar radiation the patches receive.
1 f l o a t fSun = pa t c h _ f s u n [ h i t _ p a t c h _ i d ] ;
2 . . .
3 o u t p u t _ c o l o r = fSun * c o l o r ;
Adding Layers
Now we are able to identify the material for each building, but still the buildings do
not give the look and feel of an actual building in an urban environment as you can see in
Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: UMD Campus scene with textures
Since we want to generate better visuals we want to add more details into our scenes.
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We use the texture as described earlier to assign a base skin to all of our buildings in the
scene. To add further details to buildings, this thesis introduces the concept of Building
Genre or Building Type. The building genre concept is that we have diﬀerent building
types like skyscrapers and red brick buildings. Each building has unique base skin and a
unique window type. Not only the type of the window is unique but the density as well. For
example skyscrapers generally tend to have much more amount of windows as compared
to houses are shorter residential buildings. The Idea kept in mind behind the development
of this feature is that it should be simple and quick to add more building types. So now we
assign building types to each building in our scene. Each building type has its own properties
which are used to specify the composition properties of windows for that building type. This
is represented by the Wall Properties structure, this structure contains various properties
related to each building type. These properties are used to determine if the incident ray has
hit a window or not. they are further explained in the section about BuildingTypes. So
now when a ray hits a building we determine if the hit point is a window or not. If it is a
window the skin for the window is applied to that point otherwise we apply the base skin.
As you can see in the listing below the isWindow function uses the plane_min, plane_max,
hit_point and wall_properties to determine if the point hit by the ray is part of the window
or not and returns a boolean value accordingly. In one implementation of this functionality,
these values are pre-stored in the kernel hence they are not passed on to this function as an
argument. Apart from returning this boolean value this function also ﬁlls up xTexCord and
yTexCord with appropriate x and y coordinates which are used for the texture lookup. Both
the implementations of this function can be found inAppendixA. Oncewe have determined
that the hit_point is on a window and have the coordinates for its texture, we now need to use
the texture and extract the RGB values for that point. This is done by the tex2D function,
the ﬁrst argument to this function is the texture sampler. In case the window was hit, we
pass the texture sampler for the window otherwise we pass the texture for the base texture.
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The second and third arguments to this function represent the coordinates in the texture.
1 ge tBa s eCo lo r (& d a t a . c o l o r _ o f _ o b j e c t _ h i t ) ;
2 g e tW a l l P r o p e r t i e s ( w a l l _ p r o p e r t i e s ) ;
3 i f ( isWindow ( plane_min , plane_max , h i t _ p o i n t , w a l l _ p r o p e r t i e s , xTexCord , yTexCord ) )
4 l a y e r _ c o l o r = make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( buildingTypeA_window , xTexCord , yTexCord ) ) ;
5 e l s e
6 l a y e r _ c o l o r = make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( bu i ld ingTypeA_base , t e x c oo r d . x , t e x c oo r d . y ) ) ;
3.1.2 OptiX and OpenGL
OptiX ﬁlls the buﬀers with the output, this output can range from RGB values to any-
thing that you want to see visually, the diﬀerence is only in the way we unpack the buﬀer.
The buﬀers are accessed by Open GL to display the RGB output for the case of the Visual
Renderer. One way of doing that is to copy the data from the GPU to the CPU using the
OptiX getBuﬀer command and then copy that data back to the GPU for display by OpenGL.
This process of copying from GPU to host and then back to the GPU is an overhead which
can by bypassed using the OptiX OpenGL Interop. When creating the output buﬀer for
OptiX, an OpenGL Vertex Buﬀer Object (vbo) is ﬁrst initialized and then passed on as an
argument to the buﬀer creation function. It is important that the vbo passed to OptiX buﬀer
creation function has to be initialized by OpenGL ﬁrst.
1 con t e x t−>createBufferFromGLBO ( newOpt ixBuf fe r , vbo ) ;
The vbo has to have the same size as the OptiX Buﬀer, once this is done this vbo handler can
be used by OpenGL to write output to. Anything written at the GPU by OptiX in the new
OptiXBuﬀer can be accessed by OpenGL using this handler. So when we want to display
the scene rendered by OptiX we use the vbo and map it to an OpenGL texture and then we
display that texture on the screen. Using this technique takes the frame rate per second(fps)
from 20 to 34 for our 2 Building Scene used in the examples above. This improvement is
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also visible in larger scenes like UMD Campus scene where the fps improved from 2 to 6.
3.2 Pseudo Urban Environments
An urban environment is composed of various types of buildings. These buildings vary
in terms of looks and geometry. If we assign all the buildings in a scene a single building
type then the overall scene will not give an urban look. To make the scene look more
realistic we need to be able to assign the building types we generate to various buildings in
the scene. The Visual Renderer adds the details of windows to the geometries in QES by
generating building types. But the program needs to be told which building is of which type
in the scene through the conﬁguration ﬁles. This can be done in a couple of ways which
will be explained in this section.
3.2.1 Building Types
Not all buildings in an urban settlement are exactly the same in terms of type and num-
ber of windows. Each building is unique in some way hence, in order to generate Pseudo
urban environments we must deﬁne a set of building types. There is no limit to the number
of building types we can add in the system. For the experiments, more than twelve building
types are added in the current system to generate Pseudo urban environments. The building
types not only vary from each other in terms of the texture used but also some properties
deﬁned as the wall properties for the building. These properties are important because each
building type can have its own types of windows. For instance, some of the windows might
be square while others could be rectangular. Variation also comes in the number of win-
dows. Skyscrapers tend to have a steel framework with many windows that have a minimal
gap between them. While smaller buildings tend to have less number of windowswith larger
gaps between the windows. Figure 3.5 represents four diﬀerent kinds of buildings shown
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Figure 3.5: Image in the top left represents the brick building type while the image on the
top right is a typical European building type. Bottom left is a dark concrete building and a
plain concrete building is shown in the image on the bottom right
using the same scene. The buildings are visually diﬀerent and represent four of the various
kinds of buildings described by the Visual Renderer. The Table 3.1 describes the settings
for some of the diﬀerent window types currently in the system. The checkboard and half
and half are test cases used to present results. The values in Table 3.1 represent the diﬀerent
properties set for the currently described building genre. The w is used as a short version
for window in the Table 3.1.
The ﬁrst two properties deﬁne the width and height of the window in terms of meters.
The w gap represents the gap in terms of width between two windows. The w perc rep-
resents the percentage of the wall to be covered by windows including the gap between
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Building w width w height w gap ﬂoor height w perc edge gap
Red Brick Type 1 1.75 1.75 1.75 3.50 0.90 0.10
Red Brick Type 2 2.0 3.00 1.75 5.50 0.85 0.15
European 2.50 2.50 2.00 4.00 0.95 0.05
Concrete Type 1 1.00 1.50 2.00 3.00 0.85 0.15
Concrete Type 2 2.50 2.50 2.00 3.00 0.85 0.15
Marble 1.50 3.00 2.00 5.00 0.85 0.15
Dark Concrete 1.50 3.00 2.00 5.00 0.85 0.15
Skyscraper Type 1 1.50 1.50 0.15 1.55 0.95 0.05
Skyscraper Type 2 1.00 1.00 0.25 1.50 0.98 0.02
Check Board 1.50 1.50 1.50 2.20 1.00 0.00
Half and Half 1.50 13.50 0.00 7.00 1.00 0.00
Table 3.1: Table to show settings for various building types
windows the remaining part is the gap at the beginning and the end of the wall represented
by edge gap. The value for edge gap and window percentage should sum to 1. All these
properties are speciﬁed in a Material Genre Factory class. The system uses a smart mech-
anism to load all these building types. To load the building types, ﬁrst it searches into the
resources/textures folder of the project for subfolders. The naming convention for these
subfolders is very important. Each folder must contain at least two PPM format image ﬁles.
One should be named base.ppm which represents the texture for the base of the build-
ing while other is window.ppm representing the texture to be used for the window. Apart
from these two ﬁles another ﬁle should also be placed in each sub folder by the name of
window_map.ppm. The usage for the map is explained in a later section. Each subfolder
represents a new building type. The BaseModel loops through all the sub folders and gener-
ates the texture samplers based on the name of the subfolders. For example if the building is
in the subfolder resources/textures/BuildingTypeA, it would load the texture sampler with
the name BuildingTypeA_base for the base texture for that building type. Similarly for the
window texture it would load up BuildingTypeA_window for this building type. The nam-
ing conventions is important to follow because when writing our shader we use the texture
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with the appropriate names set by the Base Model. Through these naming conventions, we
aim to make the system extendable.
After loading up all the textures and the scene, the Visual Renderer loops through all
the buildings in the scene and collects the various building types in the scene and stores
that information in a list. Once we have the list of building types we loop through this list
and assign the appropriate kernel programs using the QES program tracker. These kernel
programs are called for shading the pixel whenever that a building is hit by a ray. So when a
patch on a certain building type is hit the kernel program for that building type is called for
shading the pixel where the ray was ﬁred from. In order to add this detail to the assignment
of kernels, theAddClosestHit function is overloaded with an extra argument and nowwhen
storing the list of programs we also store the genre for this program. The progName in the
listing below represents the hit function that is called when the ray hits a patch.
1 PTXProgram h i t P r o g ;
2 . . .
3 h i t P r o g . ma t e r i a lG e n r e = ma t e r i a lG e n r e ;
4 m_c l o s e s tH i t P r og r ams . i n s e r t ( progName , h i t P r o g ) ;
During the loading of the scene, all the buildings are generated by the Building Generator.
The Building Generator assigns material types to each patch in the scene. We use the ma-
terial type information for that patch to assign the appropriate shader to that patch. This is
done by overloading the getMaterial function of the Program Tracker with an extra mate-
rial type argument. Now that each patch is assigned a material according to the building
type hence whenever a patch is hit appropriate shader's hit functions is called.
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Performing Calculations
The values in Table 3.1 are used to perform the calculation of whether an incident ray
hit a part of the wall or part of the window. These calculations are done based on the wall
properties and the hit point of the ray on the patch. Using the plane minimum and maximum
points along with the properties for the wall we can ﬁnd out if the hit point is on a window
or not. Using the minimum point for a plane, the basis vector are calculated. As it can be
seen from Figure 3.6, one of the two vectors always points away from the plane hence we
can use the other two vectors and perform calculations in two dimensions over all planes.
Imagine if the point of intersection is called the hit point P, we can calculate the vector ~P
Figure 3.6: ~U ~V ~W basis vectors for each plane are used to perform calculations for that
plane.
by subtracting that from the minimum point.
P −min = ~P
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taking a dot product of ~P and ~u will give us the projection of ~P on ~u. multiplication of this
scalar value with the ~u will give the vector from min to Pu.
~u ∗ (~P .~u) = ~Pu
Once we take the magnitude of this vector that will give us the distance in terms of ~u the
hitpoint P is on the plane. We can divide this by the total length of the plane which can
be extracted by using the minimum and maximum points. This will give us the percentage
we are at and using the properties that are stored about the wall we can ﬁnd out of that
percentage of the wall should be covered by the base material or the window. Once we have
Figure 3.7: calculations are done in two dimensions to calculate how much percentage into
the plane the hit point is.
the min_point, max_point and the hit_point we can use these along with the wall properties
to calculate that either the hit_point is on a window or not. First we calculate the height and
the width of the plane. The width of the plane can be in the direction of X or Y coordinates,
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the height in our scenes is always in the Z direction. The direction of the plane can be
spread across negative X or Y directions, we change the width to a positive value for our
calculations.
1 f l o a t p l a n e_w id t h = plane_max . y − p lane_min . y ;
2 i f ( p l a n e_w id t h == 0 . 0 )
3 p l a n e_w id t h = plane_max . x − p lane_min . x ;
4 i f ( p l a n e_w id t h < 1 . 0 )
5 p l a n e_w id t h *= −1.0;
6 f l o a t p l a n e _ h e i g h t = plane_max . z − p lane_min . z ;
We get the hit_vector and the max_vector by subtracting the hit_point and plane_max from
the plane_min. After that to get the magnitude of these vectors in the direction of basis
vectors U and V, the dot product is taken between the basis vectors and the hit_vector. This,
when multiplied by the basis vectors, give the projection of hit_vector on basis vectors U
and V.
1 f l o a t w_magnitude = do t ( bu i l d i ngU , h i t _ v e c t o r ) ;
2 f l o a t h_magni tude = do t ( bu i l d i ngV , h i t _ v e c t o r ) ;
3 f l o a t 3 w_ p r o j e c t i o n _ v e c t o r = w_magnitude * ( bu i l d i ngU ) ;
4 f l o a t 3 h _ p r o j e c t i o n _ v e c t o r = h_magni tude * ( bu i l d i ngV ) ;
Same calculations are done for the building_max vectors to get the projection of themax_point
on U and V. Using the Pythagorean theorem 3.2.1 we calculate the magnitude of these vec-
tors.
Theorem 3.2.1 (Pythagorean theorem) This is a theorem to calculate the magnitude of a
vector assuming the vector has three dimensions X, Y, and Z.
magnitude =
√
x2 + y2 + z2
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Once we have these magnitudes we can calculate what percentage of the total width and
height is the hit_point at. This can be done by dividing the magnitude of the hit_point
projection vector by the magnitude of the max_point projection vector. In the properties we
have speciﬁed what percentage of the wall should be covered by windows, this percentage,
when multiplied by the width of the plane, will give the total length of the area covered
by windows. We divide the total length of the area covered by windows by the length of
one window to get the total number of windows on each ﬂoor. Using the height of the
plane and the height of the ﬂoor we calculate the number of ﬂoors on our building. After
performing these calculations, in line 4,5,6 of the listing below we set the initial condition
for our window checking loop. The ﬁrst window is corner_gap distance away from the edge
and lasts from that point to the length of the window as described in the wall properties for
that building type.
1 i n t no_of_win = ( prop . f a c e_w in_pe r c * plane_w ) / prop . a c t u a l _w i n _ l e n ;
2 i n t n o _ o f _ f l o o r s = p l ane_h / prop . f l o o r _ h e i g h t ;
3 f l o a t c o r n e r _gap = prop . c o r n e r _ edge_gap_pe r c * plane_w ;
4 f l o a t i n c r e a s e _ f a c t o r = co rn e r _gap ;
5 f l o a t p e r c _m i n _qu a n t i t y = i n c r e a s e _ f a c t o r ;
6 f l o a t p e r c_max_quan t i t y = p e r c _m i n_qu a n t i t y + prop . a c t u a l _w i n _ l e n ;
Now we loop through the windows checking for all the windows in the scene and check-
ing if our hit point lies in any of these windows. On each iteration, we increase the new
perc_min_quantity to the previous perc_max_quantity plus the gap between windows set
in the properties for that building type. And the new max value is the perc_min_quantity
plus the width of the window. Similar looping is done in terms of ﬂoors as well. Once it
is determined that the hit_point is at a window, then the coordinates for the window texture
are calculated. These coordinates represent how much in the window is the hit_point. The
listing below shows this calculation. The perc_width is the percentage the hit_point is in
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terms of the total width of the building. Subtracting this from the current loop min value
gives how much we are inside the window. This value is then divided by the length of the
window to stretch the texture rather than tiling it. A similar calculation is done for the height
to get they texture coordinates.
1 xTexCord = pe r c_w id t h − p e r c _m i n _qu a n t i t y ;
2 xTexCord = xTexCord / wa l lP rop . a c t u a l _w i n _ l e n ;
3 yTexCord = ( p e r c _ h e i g h t * p l a n e _ h e i g h t ) − p e r c _ h e i g h t _m i n _ q u a n t i t y ;
4 yTexCord = yTexCord / wa l lP rop . a c t u a l _w i n _ h e i g h t ;
3.2.2 Specifying Urban Conﬁguration
Now that we have various building types we can use them to generate Pseudo Urban
Environments. But we need to assign building types to the buildings. One way of doing
that is to specify in the conﬁguration ﬁle the building type for each of the building in the
scene. This task although will give more precision in terms of the look of the city but would
be extremely time-consuming and tedious. Each scene ﬁle is accompanied with an XML
ﬁle which can be used to specify settings related to the scene. This ﬁle can be used to specify
the building type or genre for each building.
1 <b u i l d i n g L i s t>
2 <b u i l d i n g i d="1 ">
3 <bu i l d i n g _ g e n r e>Bui ld ingTypeA</ b u i l d i n g _ g e n r e>
4 < / b u i l d i n g>
5 <b u i l d i n g i d="2 ">
6 <bu i l d i n g _ g e n r e>Bui ld ingTypeB</ b u i l d i n g _ g e n r e>
7 < / b u i l d i n g>
8 </ b u i l d i n g L i s t>
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The settings above assign genre BuildingTypeA to building ID 1, and BuildingTypeB to
building ID 2. Any other buildings in this scene will be rendered with just the base texture
of red brick or whatever the type of the building is.
Another way to specify building types which are especially useful in larger scenes is
using percentages. We can specify a scene to have a certain percentage of buildings and
then all the buildings are randomly assigned building Genres. This assignment is done on
runtime and changes with each run of the program.
1 <c i t y C o n f i g u r a t i o n>
2 <bu i l d i n g _ g e n r e pe r c=" 12 .5 ">RedBr i ckBu i ld ingType1< / b u i l d i n g _ g e n r e>
3 <bu i l d i n g _ g e n r e pe r c=" 12 .5 ">RedBr i ckBu i ld ingType2< / b u i l d i n g _ g e n r e>
4 <bu i l d i n g _ g e n r e pe r c=" 12 .5 ">Bui ld ingTypeA</ b u i l d i n g _ g e n r e>
5 <bu i l d i n g _ g e n r e pe r c=" 12 .5 ">Conc r e t eBu i l d i ngType1< / b u i l d i n g _ g e n r e>
6 <bu i l d i n g _ g e n r e pe r c=" 12 .5 ">Conc r e t eBu i l d i ngType2< / b u i l d i n g _ g e n r e>
7 <bu i l d i n g _ g e n r e pe r c=" 12 .5 ">Marb l eBu i l d i ng< / b u i l d i n g _ g e n r e>
8 <bu i l d i n g _ g e n r e pe r c=" 12 .5 ">MudBuilding< / b u i l d i n g _ g e n r e>
9 <bu i l d i n g _ g e n r e pe r c=" 12 .5 ">SkySc r appe rBu i l d i ngType1< / b u i l d i n g _ g e n r e>
10 < / c i t y C o n f i g u r a t i o n>
Using the settings provided above in the listing the UMD Campus scene was rendered as
it can be seen in Figure 3.8, Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10. Downtown Salt lake city is also
rendered using this random assignment and can be seen in Figure 3.11, Figure 3.12 and
Figure 3.13. The assignment of the building genre is done at runtime so every time the
program is run the assignment of the building genre for a speciﬁc buildingmight be diﬀerent.
This random assignment is overridden for any speciﬁc building if it is speciﬁed in the setting
ﬁle for that building to be of a certain genre using the building's ID. This enables to randomly
assign building types to a scene without having to go through the pain of assigning a genre
for each building in the scene, hence giving the scene a Pseudo-random urban look. As
future work, this assignment can be made smarter by assigning skyscraper types to taller
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buildings and using other building properties for type assignment rather than keeping it
totally random.
Figure 3.8: Psuedo random generation of UMD Campus using random building genre as-
signment.
3.3 Improving Calculations
QES is used to display the temperature, incoming Longwave, net shortwave, sky and sun
view factors. But a simplifying assumption made in the current system is that all buildings
are of a uniformmaterial. So if a building is of type red brick than the complete wall is made
of red brick. In case of Figure 3.14, the temperature of the scene is represented visually
in the current system. As you can see the temperature on and around the buildings does
not change based on any material changes on the building. Although in reality buildings
consist of diﬀerent kinds of materials with diﬀerent properties at diﬀerent locations within
the building. The tall building consists of series of windowswhile the short one is an abstract
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Figure 3.9: Psuedo random generation of UMD Campus using random building genre as-
signment.
building with a huge circular window in the middle of the building. Now the shortwave
radiation upon hitting the window should react diﬀerently from when they hit the red brick
base, hence the windows should have an impact on the temperature calculations. Because
of the assumption made in the current system this impact due to windows and change in
the material cannot be seen. We can now use the Visual Renderer system which has more
details like windows, to re-calculate the patch heat and other property values.
3.3.1 Using Visual Textures
As we recall the main properties of materials that make them behave diﬀerently upon
receiving energy rays are albedo, emissivity, and diﬀuse fraction. The idea is that since now
we know where the windows are for each building, we can use that information to assign
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Figure 3.10: Psuedo random generation of UMD Campus using random building genre
assignment.
these values appropriately. So now when an energy ray hits a patch of a building, instead of
assigning the albedo and diﬀuse fraction values from the base material of the building, we
assign the value based on the actual material that was hit.
For our test scenario, we consider the window to be completely reﬂective. Hence, the
window has an albedo value of 1.0 which means it reﬂects all the energy it receives. The
results from this can be seen in Figure 3.15. When the temperature is rendered using the
old system the temperature on the building and around the building is uniformly distributed
due to distance from the sun and longwave radiations but the window details play no role in
calculation of the temperature values. Now using the values from the texture, it is clearly
visible that the windows in the building have an impact on the temperature values on and
around the building. The reason for this is that windows for our example are considered
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Figure 3.11: Psuedo random generation of downtown Salt lake city using random building
genre assignment.
perfectly reﬂective of radiation so they do not get heated up and the rays just reﬂect them.
Hence, we can see that they form darker patches on the building, representing that they are
cooler than other parts of the building because of all this reﬂection and lack of absorption
of energy. This also results in the window reﬂecting all the shortwave radiations from the
sun to the surface below it hence increasing the temperatures on the spots where this energy
is reﬂected onto the ground. This phenomenon can be seen in the bottom left image in Fig-
ure 3.15, where the temperature on the ground is higher on reﬂection points of the building
and the sun. The image on the bottom right in Figure 3.15 displays the fact that the window
reﬂects all the shortwave radiations. Figure 3.15 represents a test case where the window is
perfectly reﬂective (albedo = 1.0) and is represented by red while the black part represents
the base material having the properties of the base material which in this case is red brick.
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Figure 3.12: Psuedo random generation of downtown Salt lake city using random building
genre assignment.
To achieve these results the radiant model has to be run with the -atex ﬂag, to get the albedo
values from textures instead of using the base material albedo values. If this ﬂag is given
as an input argument to the program then the assignment of hit functions is dependent on
the type of the material. Each material type has its own unique kernel deﬁned. This assign-
ment is done in a similar manner to the Visual Renderer, where the function to handle a ray
intersection is deﬁned for material based on the type of the building. Each kernel is named
according to the building type it handles.
The kernels utilize the same code as the Visual Renderer to determine if the windowwas
hit or not. If the window was hit then the function returns the albedo value for a window
material which is used in the calculation. The Radiant Model ﬁlls the patch_albedos buﬀer
with albedo values for each buﬀer based on the base material type. If the window is not hit
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Figure 3.13: Psuedo random generation of downtown Salt lake city using random building
genre assignment.
Figure 3.14: LEFT: Temperaturemap of Simple 2x2 building scene. RIGHT:Visual display
of the same scene.
then the value from this buﬀer is used as the albedo value for that patch.
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Figure 3.15: TOP LEFT: Visual rendering of the scene with red part representing the win-
dow. TOP RIGHT: Same scene rendered using the old system. BOTTOM LEFT: Temper-
ature rendering with window albedo as 1.0. BOTTOM RIGHT: Shortwave rendering with
window albedo as 1.0
3.3.2 Window Maps
Adding the complexity of getting albedo values depending on an area of building hit by
the ray, adds detail to the calculations. But this leaves the problem with windows which are
not rectangular in shape. As it is shown in Figure 3.16, the window is not always rectangular
in shape. Since the windows are speciﬁed in terms of height and length only rectangular
windows could be speciﬁed in our calculation of window hit. So if the hit point is as show
in Figure 3.16, then it will be considered a hit on the window which would return albedo
values for the window, which is incorrect in this scenario because the hit point is not actually
on the window. The algorithm below describes the process used to determine the albedo
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and diﬀuse fraction values.
Algorithm 1: algorithm used to get albedo and diﬀuse fraction values
Data: wall properties and hit point
Result: albedo and diﬀuse fraction values
if hit_point on window then
return albedo and diﬀuse fraction values for glass material.
else
return albedo and diﬀuse fraction values for the base material of the building.
This algorithm can only work for cases when the window is rectangular. This is because
the algorithm used to determine if hit_point is inside a window or not, only uses two pa-
rameters for all windows, their heights and widths. With windows that are not rectangular
we need more information in order to determine the hit_points location being on or not on
the window. If we take an example of a round window with the window having an albedo
Figure 3.16: oddly shaped window will give an incorrect result of hit point being within the
bounds of the window.
of 1.0 and diﬀuse fraction of 0.0. The eﬀect of shortwave reﬂection heating up the ground
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and hence rectangular heat patterns are formed on the building and the ground, where the
building has circular windows hence, should form circular patterns. But as we can see in
Figure 3.17 this is not the case because of the reasons explained above. The solution im-
Figure 3.17: Circular windows in the scene which can be seen in the image on the left
generates eﬀects of rectangular windows.
plemented to solve this problem uses a more advanced algorithm instead of using if else
conditions to get the heat properties for the hit point. Heat Property maps are used to add
this level of detail to the calculation. This map is represented by an image of the same size
as the window texture used in the Visual Renderer. The map is represented by an Image ﬁle
with the R value representing the albedo, G representing diﬀuse fraction and B representing
emissivity. The isWindow function instead of returning the albedo and emissivity values
now returns X and Y coordinates which will be used be used to query the map for albedo
and diﬀuse fraction values.
Generation of these maps is done by taking as input a color-coded window texture ﬁle.
This ﬁle is generated by color coding each diﬀerent material in the window texture ﬁle with a
unique color representing that material. This can be done using any picture editing software.
An example of that can be seen in Figure 3.18, where each material of the window texture is
assigned a unique color code. The purple paint is assigned the RGB value of (255, 0, 0), The
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marble in the scene is assigned (0, 0, 255) and similarly each material is assigned its own
unique colored code. The RGB values are then converted into Albedo, Diﬀuse Fraction,
Figure 3.18: Each material in the window texture is assigned a unique color.
and Emissivity map. This is done by ﬁrst reading the color coded PNG ﬁle for the texture.
The size of the output ﬁle is the same as the input ﬁle. Then all the pixels of the input ﬁle
are converted to the color codes representing the heat properties for that pixel. Once the
color is converted to represent the properties of the surface that color is written to the pixel
at the same location where it was read from in the output ﬁle. Once we have all the pixel
colors converted we generate the output ﬁle. This ﬁle now represents the heat properties for
each pixel in the window's texture.
1 png : : image<p n g : : r g b _ p i x e l> iImg ( " i n p u t . png " ) ;
2 png : : image<p n g : : r g b _ p i x e l> imData ;
3 imData = png : : image<p n g : : r g b _ p i x e l>( iImg . g e t _w i d t h ( ) , i Img . g e t _ h e i g h t ( ) ) ;
4 f o r ( s i z e _ t y = 0 ; y < imData . g e t _ h e i g h t ( ) ; ++y )
5 {
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6 f o r ( s i z e _ t x = 0 ; x < imData . g e t _w i d t h ( ) ; ++x )
7 {
8 Vector3D i n ( i Img [ y ] [ x ] . red , i Img [ y ] [ x ] . green , i Img [ y ] [ x ] . b l u e ) ;
9 Vector3D ou t = c o n v e r t C o l o r T oP r o p e r t i e s ( i n ) ;
10 imData [ y ] [ x ] = p n g : : r g b _ p i x e l ( ou t [ 0 ] , ou t [ 1 ] , ou t [ 2 ] ) ;
11 }
12 }
13 imData . w r i t e ( ou tpu tF i l eName ) ;
The color conversion for each case is hard coded. As future work, this conversion properties
can be read from a conﬁguration ﬁle rather than being hard coded. In the case of the exam-
ple, we described in Figure 3.18, the listing below shows the conversion. The output values
are scaled to being from 0 to 255, for better viewing in this example. Since the white part
in the input image represented glass which has an albedo of 0.8 hence the R component for
that has been assigned 204 which is just 0.8 multiplied by 255. Similarly, the G value holds
the value for a diﬀuse fraction which is 0.1 in case of glass, represented by white in our
input image. The B component represents the emissivity value for that material. Although
this value is not currently being used but as an enhancement to the current system it can be
used from the map for temperature and other calculations.
1 / / IS RED
2 i f ( i C o l o r [ 0 ] > 0 && iCo l o r [ 1 ] == 0 && iCo l o r [ 2 ] == 0)
3 r e t u r n Vector3D ( 8 9 . 2 5 , 2 5 . 5 , 2 4 4 . 8 ) ;
4 / / IS GREEN
5 i f ( i C o l o r [ 0 ] == 0 && iCo l o r [ 1 ] > 0 && iCo l o r [ 2 ] == 0)
6 r e t u r n Vector3D ( 1 0 2 , 2 5 5 , 2 2 9 . 5 ) ;
7 / / IS BLUE
8 i f ( i C o l o r [ 0 ] == 0 && iCo l o r [ 1 ] == 0 && iCo l o r [ 2 ] > 0)
9 r e t u r n Vector3D ( 1 4 0 . 2 5 , 2 5 . 5 , 2 3 5 ) ;
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10 / / IS WHITE
11 i f ( i C o l o r [ 0 ] == 255 && iCo l o r [ 1 ] == 255 && iCo l o r [ 2 ] == 255)
12 r e t u r n Vector3D ( 2 0 4 , 2 5 . 5 , 2 4 2 . 2 5 ) ;
13 e l s e
14 r e t u r n Vector3D ( 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ;
Figure 3.19 shows the conversion discussed above. The image on the right represents the
properties for the original image which is on the left. The original image is ﬁrst converted
into a color-coded image which is given as input to the code discussed above. This code then
uses this color-coded image to generate the map which has the properties for each location
of the window texture. Since we already have the texture coordinates for the hit_point
we use these values to look up into this map. We obtain the RGB values in the scale of
0.0 - 1.0 and then use them in calculations. The window maps that we generate, are used
Figure 3.19: Original image is ﬁrst converted into a color-coded image. The color-coded
image is then converted into a window map representing properties at each location.
when performing the calculations for various radiative interactions with materials. Once
again like the Visual Renderer each material will have its own shader kernel which will be
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called when a patch on that building type is hit. The original albedo value for that patch
is already stored in a buﬀer by the Radiant Model. This value is extracted from the buﬀer
and overridden if the window was hit otherwise this value is left unchanged. In order to
determine if the window was hit or not we use the same mechanism as we did in the Visual
Renderer and extract the X and Y coordinates for the texture. These values are then used
to extract the RGB values from the map texture generated by the process explained above.
If hit_point is on a window then the RGB values from the map are used to override the
properties, otherwise the patch heat properties set by the Radiant Model are used.
1 r t T e x t u r e S amp l e r<f l o a t 4 , 2> type_window_map ;
2 f l o a t xTexCord , yTexCord ;
3 / / Get t h e base p h y s i c a l p r o p e r t i e s o f t h e p a t c h
4 f l o a t 4 a l b e do s = p a t c h _ a l b e d o s [ h i t _ p a t c h _ i d ] ;
5 Wa l l P r o p e r t i e s wa l lP rop ;
6 / / Get t h e wa l l p r o p e r t i e s f o r t h a t p a t c h t ype
7 g e tW a l l P r o p e r t i e s ( wa l lP rop ) ;
8 i f ( isWindow ( p lane_min , plane_max , h i t _ p o i n t , wa l lP rop , xCord , yCord ) ) {
9 f l o a t 3 s _v a l u e = make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( type_window_map , xCord , yCord ) ) ;
10 a l b e do s . y = a l b e do s . z = s_v a l u e . x ;
11 d i f f u s e _ f r a c t i o n = s_v a l u e . z ;
12 }
13 . . .
The result of this altered patch properties extraction methods can be seen in Figure 3.20.
Now the patterns on the building for the temperature values are consistent with the shape of
the window and so are the patterns formed on the ground due to reﬂection from thewindows.
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Figure 3.20: Simple 2 building scene with temperature values using the window maps.
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4 Results
Coming back to the goals this thesis work tries to hit on. The goal of the thesis work
can be summarized as
• Better visual rendering of the scenes.
• Pseudo urban environment generation.
• Using micro-level details added into the system to evaluate radiation transfer calcu-
lations.
The results section will discuss how we were able to achieve these goals with our imple-
mentation and will also evaluate the hypothesis this work is based on.
Adding micro level material details to buildings at a scale smaller than the domain
discretization will aﬀect the energy balance calculations in the urban environment.
4.1 Better Visuals
One of the goals of this thesis is to come up with better visuals to display scenes. Pseudo
urban environments can be made to look more realistic if we have many Building Types.
One objective that was kept in mind while designing this system was that adding building
types should be easy. Keeping this in mind the system is designed in such a manner that
you can easily add new building types.
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4.1.1 Test Case
Imagine a city planner wants to add a new building type to the scene. If he has the tex-
tures for the windows and the base building then he can use these textures. If he wants to
simulate a real building scene, which we are going to do in this test case, he can use Google
Earth's street view for extracting the textures from real world buildings. For this example
imagine the designer wants to simulate the building on the left of the scene in Figure 4.1.
This image is taken from a street in Gothenburg, Sweden. In our test case, we are going to
simulate the building which the image on the right in Figure 4.1 shows. To perform this
simulation, we need to extract the buildings window texture pattern and the base texture.
The steps that are required to create a new building type in the Visual Renderer are:
Figure 4.1: Google street view image of a street in Gothenburg, Sweden
1. Extract the building window and base textures.
2. Add folder in resources/textures/ for the new building type.
3. Place the ppm ﬁles for the window texture and the base texture in the newly created
folder. The names for the ﬁles should be base.ppm and window.ppm.
4. Add a new shader in the Visual Renderer source folder with the same name as the
folder created in the last step.
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5. Add code to the shader, and include the shader into the project by adding it into the
CMake ﬁle.
6. Deﬁne properties for the shader inMaterialGenreFactory in the core source of the
project.
7. Setup the scene ﬁle and then compile and run the code.
4.1.2 Unfolding the Steps
To understand the process let us run through all these steps with the simulation of the
building in Gothenburg, Sweden.
Texture Extraction
First we need to have the textures we need for our building. In this case, we use Google
Street View to get these textures. We can use any picture editing tool to straighten up these
textures so that they give a front on view. There are no constraints in the texture sizes, the
only thing to be kept in mind is that whatever we extract as the window texture should form
a pattern on the wall. So there might be some part of the base within that window texture
but it should be a good approximation of the window pattern on the wall. As we can see
in Figure 4.1 the windows have a pattern that we have two kinds of windows which are
alternating. One of the windows has one window pane while the other has two since we are
looking for a pattern here so we extract both the windows as you can see in Figure 4.2. Now
we can extract the texture for the base of the building. We can do this by cropping out part
of the building where we do not have the window. This texture should not have any drastic
lighting changes or out of pattern things.
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Figure 4.2: Window pattern on the building in Gothenburg, Sweden
Figure 4.3: Wall pattern on the building in Gothenburg, Sweden
Folder Creation and Setup
Now that we have the texture patterns for the window and the base of the wall it is time to
setup the project folders. Naming convention and correct folder placement are very impor-
tant, because when the program is bootstrapping it looks for certain names only at certain
locations. So for this reason we should be consistent in naming, for our example case we
want to call our shader gBergLeft. So we create the folder gBergLeft in projectpath/re-
sources/textures/. After creating this folder, we place the textures that we created in the
last step in this folder. The name of the base texture should be base.ppm and the window
texture should be window.ppm. So now your directory structure should have.
• …path_to_project/resources/textures/gBergLeft/base.ppm
• …path_to_project/resources/textures/gBergLeft/window.ppm
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Adding a shader
Shader is written as the kernel code which is used when any patch on that building type
is hit. This code is written in Cuda C which is the language used to write Cuda kernel code.
The shader code for our example is shown in the listing below.
/ / Th i s c o n t a i n s t h e imp l emen t a t i o n f o r t h e f u n c t i o n f o r g e t t i n g
Ma t e r i a l P r o p e r t i e s and g e t t i n g t h e window h i t c o o r d i n t e s
# i n c l u d e " b a s e _ b u i l d i n g . cu "
/ / T e x t u r e s f o r Gothenburg , Sweededn b u i l i n g t o t h e l e f t o f t h e view
r t T e x t u r e S amp l e r< f l o a t 4 , 2> gBe rgLe f t _ba s e ;
r t T e x t u r e S amp l e r< f l o a t 4 , 2> gBergLef t_window ;
/ / Naming conv en t i o n f o r t h e h i t f u n c t i o n shou l d be f o l l owed
RT_PROGRAM void h i t _ p a t c h _ gBe r gL e f t ( ) {
f l o a t xTexCord , yTexCord ;
/ / Get t h e sun view f a c t o r from t h e sun view f a c t o r s b u f f e r .
f l o a t fSun = pa t c h _ f s u n [ h i t _ p a t c h _ i d ] ;
/ / Add some ambian t l i g h t t o t h e sun view so t h a t no p a r t o f t h e
s cene i s c omp l e t e l y da rk .
fSun = fSun + 0 . 2 ;
/ / Get t h e p a t c h t a g i n f o rm a t i o n t h i s i s used t o g e t t h e base
m a t e r i a l o f t h e p a t c h
i n t p a t c h _ t a g = p a t c h _ t a g s [ h i t _ p a t c h _ i d ] ;
/ / Check i f t h e p a t c h h i t i s a wa l l o r no t . Th i s i s done t o avo id
t e x t u r i n g r o o f s .
i f ( p a t c h _ t a g & MATERIAL_REDBRICK ) {
/ / Check i f t h e h i t p o i n t i s on a window or no t and app ly t e x t u r e s
a c c o r d i n g l y .
i f ( isWindow ( h i t _ p o i n t , xTexCord , yTexCord ) )
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/ / Mu l t i p l y by t h e sun view f a c t o r t o g e t shadows on t h e b u i l d i n g s
d a t a . c o l o r _ o f _ o b j e c t _ h i t = fSun *
make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( gBergLeft_window , xTexCord , yTexCord ) ) ;
e l s e
d a t a . c o l o r _ o f _ o b j e c t _ h i t = fSun *
make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( gBergLe f t_base , t e x c oo r d . x , t e x c oo r d . y ) ) ;
}
}
code/gBergLeft.cu
If we examine the code more clearly we can make sense of what is going on in the code.
The lines below are used to include the kernel code which contains the calculations for
getting the window type, and also for getting the properties for the wall type. The other
two commands in the listing are used to load up the base and window textures for this
shader. The naming convention again here is important and the textures should be declared
as buildingType_textureType. This is important because the bootstrapper for the model
when runs load up the textures using this naming convention. The code for base_building.cu
can be found in the Appendix A.
/ / Th i s c o n t a i n s t h e imp l emen t a t i o n f o r t h e f u n c t i o n f o r g e t t i n g
Ma t e r i a l P r o p e r t i e s and g e t t i n g t h e window h i t c o o r d i n a t e s
# i n c l u d e " b a s e _ b u i l d i n g . cu "
/ / T e x t u r e s f o r Gothenburg , Sweden b u i l d i n g t o t h e l e f t o f t h e view
r t T e x t u r e S amp l e r< f l o a t 4 , 2> gBe rgLe f t _ba s e ;
r t T e x t u r e S amp l e r< f l o a t 4 , 2> gBergLef t_window ;
The name of the function that is called when a patch is hit with that building type is also
important. For this example, this is deﬁned as
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/ / Naming conv en t i o n f o r t h e h i t f u n c t i o n shou l d be f o l l owed
RT_PROGRAM void h i t _ p a t c h _ gBe r gL e f t ( ) {
. . .
}
This function does not return anything but if the patch determines a hit then it overrides
the color of patch value for the output buﬀer. The name of the function is again important
and should be named with the convention of hit_patch_buildingType. The reason for this
again is that when this shader is being assigned in the scene initialization we have to deﬁne
the name of the function to be called. The scene initializing expects these functions to
follow this naming convention. The listing below extracts the sun view factor from the
View Factor model. In order to make the scenes look more realistic, even the patches that
receive no direct sunlight have some visibility hence the fSun value is incremented so no
patch is in complete darkness. Patch tag information is used to determine what was the
material type for the base of the building on which we are texturing our details on. This is
important because we only want to texture the walls and not the rooftops of our buildings.
Sowe perform a check if the patch is part of the wall or not, by doing a bitwise AND between
the MATERIAL_REDBRICK constant value and the patch tag.
/ / Get t h e sun view f a c t o r from t h e sun view f a c t o r s b u f f e r .
f l o a t fSun = pa t c h _ f s u n [ h i t _ p a t c h _ i d ] ;
/ / Add some ambien t l i g h t t o t h e sun view so t h a t no p a r t o f t h e s cene
i s c omp l e t e l y da rk .
fSun = fSun + 0 . 2 ;
/ / Get t h e p a t c h t a g i n f o rm a t i o n t h i s i s used t o g e t t h e base m a t e r i a l
o f t h e p a t c h
i n t p a t c h _ t a g = p a t c h _ t a g s [ h i t _ p a t c h _ i d ] ;
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Once we have determined that the patch hit is a wall and not ceiling of the building. We
check if the point hit is a window or not, for this we pass the hit_point information to the
base_building. The code for base_building is in the Appendix A and as explained in the
Implementation section it returns true if a window was hit or false otherwise. If the window
was hit the xTexCord and yTexCord variable are ﬁlled with texture sampler coordinates.
The appropriate texture sampler is queried to extract the desired color and is multiplied by
the sun view factor value to apply the shadows. Once we have deﬁned the shader we specify
the location of this kernel code ﬁle into the CMake ﬁle, so that it gets compiled.
/ / Check i f t h e h i t p o i n t i s on a window or no t and app ly t e x t u r e s
a c c o r d i n g l y .
i f ( isWindow ( h i t _ p o i n t , xTexCord , yTexCord ) )
/ / Mu l t i p l y by t h e sun view f a c t o r t o g e t shadows on t h e b u i l d i n g s
d a t a . c o l o r _ o f _ o b j e c t _ h i t = fSun *
make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( gBergLeft_window , xTexCord , yTexCord ) ) ;
e l s e
d a t a . c o l o r _ o f _ o b j e c t _ h i t = fSun * make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( gBergLe f t_base ,
t e x c oo r d . x , t e x c oo r d . y ) ) ;
Deﬁning Properties
Each building type has its own properties like the distance between windows and ﬂoor
height. These values are speciﬁed in terms of meters and percentages in the system. For
our Gothenburg scene, we can get these values from the building and set them up in the
MaterialGenreFactory class. This is done by adding an extra if condition in the code for our
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Building Type.
e l s e i f ( ma t e r i a lG e n r e == " gBe rgLe f t " )
{
wa l lP rop . a c t u a l _w indow_ l eng t h = 6 . 0 ;
wa l lP rop . a c t u a l _w indow_he i gh t = 3 . 0 ;
wa l lP rop . a c t u a l _ g a p _ l e n g t h = 2 . 0 ;
wa l lP rop . f l o o r _ h e i g h t = 6 . 0 ;
wa l lP rop . l e n g t h _ o f _ b u i l d i n g = 1 . 0 ;
wa l lP rop . f a ce_window_pe r cen t age = 0 . 7 0 ;
wa l lP rop . co rne r_edge_gap = 0 . 3 0 ;
}
In the listing above we have speciﬁed our windows to be of length 6.0 meters and height
3.0 meters. The gap between one window texture set and the next is set to 2.0 meters while
the ﬂoor height is 6.0 meters. Length of building is used if we want to scale these values,
we do not want to scale them and use the actual measurements so we set that to 1.0. The
percentage gap to be left at the edge of the building is set to be 30 percent while 70 percent
of the building will have windows or gap between windows.
Setting it all up
Now that we have the code setup and compiled we can set up our scene to test our new
building type. Since we only want to test the new building type, we specify in our 1 building
scene the building type. Since this is the only building in our scene with the ID 1 we setup
the XML ﬁle accordingly.
<b u i l d i n g L i s t >
<b u i l d i n g i d="1 ">
<bu i l d i n g _g e n r e >gBergLef t </ b u i l d i n g _g e n r e >
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</ bu i l d i n g >
</ b u i l d i n g L i s t >
Now that we have our new building type we can render it as done in Figure 4.5, which gives
a good approximation of the building in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: Original View of the Building in the street of Gothenburg, Sweden
4.2 Adding To Heat Calculations
Now that we have gone through the process of adding a new Shader to the Visual Ren-
derer, we would do the same for the Radiant Model. We will continue using the example
of the building in Gothenburg, Sweden. Now in order to add this new building type to our
radiant calculations we need to generate the property map for the window texture. Once
this map is created we can place it under the building type folder in the resources/tex-
tures/BuildingType. For our example we would have to place the window_map.ppm in
projectpath/resources/textures/ folder. But ﬁrst we have to generate this map which is
done in few steps.
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Figure 4.5: Rendered View of the Building in the street of Gothenburg, Sweden
Color Coding Materials
First we identify all the diﬀerent kinds of materials in our window texture and color
code them with unique colors. As you can see in Figure 4.6 we have 3 diﬀerent material
types in the window texture.
• The brick is assigned the RGB color code 255, 0, 0.
• The wooden window frame is assigned the RGB color code 0, 255, 0.
• The glass window is assigned the RGB color code 255, 255, 255.
This can be done in any simple picture editing software like paint or gimp.
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Figure 4.6: The window texture is color coded and each material type is assigned a unique
color code.
Colors To Map
Now that each material type is assigned a unique color code we can use the Color code
to properties mapping system to convert these color codes to properties. This is done in a
function which is hard coded for each building type to convert these codes to properties.
This function returns a 3-dimensional vector. The X value represents the albedo value.
while the Y represents diﬀuse fraction and Z value represents emissivity.
/ / IS RED
i f ( i n p u tCo l o r [ 0 ] > 0 && i n p u tCo l o r [ 1 ] == 0 && i n p u tCo l o r [ 2 ] == 0)
r e t u r n Vector3D ( 0 . 3 * 255 .0 , 1 . 0 * 255 .0 , 0 . 9 0 * 255 . 0 ) ;
/ / IS GREEN
i f ( i n p u tCo l o r [ 0 ] == 0 && i n p u tCo l o r [ 1 ] > 0 && i n p u tCo l o r [ 2 ] == 0)
r e t u r n Vector3D ( 0 . 4 * 255 .0 , 1 . 0 * 255 .0 , 0 . 9 0 * 255 . 0 ) ;
/ / IS WHITE
i f ( i n p u tCo l o r [ 0 ] == 255 && i n p u tCo l o r [ 1 ] == 255 && i n p u tCo l o r [ 2 ]
== 255)
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r e t u r n Vector3D ( 0 . 8 * 255 .0 , 0 . 1 * 255 .0 , 0 . 9 5 * 255 . 0 ) ;
e l s e
r e t u r n Vector3D ( 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ;
We will multiply all values by 255 in this example so that we can even visualize the maps.
This multiplication is not done in the actual system. In our example
• Red represents brick so we set albedo as 0.3, diﬀuse fraction as 1.0 and emissivity as
0.90.
• Green represents wood so we set albedo as 0.4, diﬀuse fraction as 1.0 and emissivity
as 0.90.
• White represents glass so we set albedo as 0.8, diﬀuse fraction as 0.1 and emissivity
as 0.95.
The original map generated using this code cannot be visualized if this multiplication by 255
is not done. Hence, this multiplication is done only for the sake of example otherwise this
multiplication should not be done. Themap generated for our example looks like Figure 4.7.
This map is converted to PPM format and then placed in the appropriate folder.
Figure 4.7: The map output for the window texture.
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Adding Radiant Shader
Now that we have the map value we have to add the shader code for the new Building
Type. The process is similar to the one followed in the Visual Renderer. The naming con-
vention for this shader is radiant_BuildingType.cu. The code below gives the code for this
shader.
/ / Dec l a r e t h e b u f f e r used by t h e map . Naming conv en t i o n once ag a i n i s
impo r t a n t and shou l d be f o l l owed
r t T e x t u r e S amp l e r< f l o a t 4 , 2> gBergLeft_window_map ;
/ /
/ / C l o s e s t H i t Pa t ch
/ /
RT_PROGRAM void h i t _ p a t c h _ gBe r gL e f t ( ) {
/ / Dec l a r e t h e v a r i a b l e s
f l o a t xTexCord , yTexCord ;
/ / Get t h e p h y s i c a l p r o p e r t i e s o f t h e p a t c h
/ / ( longwave , par , n i r , d i f f u s e f r a c t i o n )
f l o a t 4 a l b e do s = p a t c h _ a l b e d o s [ h i t _ p a t c h _ i d ] ;
i f ( isWindow ( h i t _ p o i n t , xTexCord , yTexCord ) )
{
f l o a t 3 s amp l e r _v a l u e = make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( gBergLeft_window_map ,
xTexCord , yTexCord ) ) ;
/ / Ove r r i d e t h e v a l u e s t h e longwave va l u e i s a lways 0 and pa r and
n i r r e p r e s e n t t h e same a l b edo va l u e f o r a l l m a t e r i a l s
a l b e do s . y = a l b e do s . z = s amp l e r _v a l u e . x ;
/ / Se t t h e v a l u e f o r d i f f u s e f r a c t i o n
a l b e do s .w = samp l e r _v a l u e . z ;
}
/ / Pas s on t h e a l b edo va l u e t o t h e base f u n c t i o n
h i t _ p a t c h _ b a s e ( a l b e do s ) ;
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}code/radiant_gBergLeft.cu
This shader looks up the property maps for the windows to get the albedo and emissivity
properties for the hit point. The texture sampler for the shader contains the texture map
that we generated in the last step. The naming convention, here again, is important. We
get the albedo value of the base material and if the window is hit we change the values
accordingly otherwise we just pass on the original patch properties. These properties are
all packed under a 4-dimensional vector by the name of albedo. The X dimension contains
the longwave property which is not being used currently in the system and is just passed on
as it was. The Y and Z dimension contain the NIR and PIR properties which are updated
from the values in the texture if the window was hit. The Z dimension of albedo contains
the diﬀuse fraction property which is again updated if the windows were hit. All these
properties are passed on the base function to perform various calculations. The resulting
image is shown in Figure 4.8 clearly shows a pattern formed by the window texture on the
wall of the building.
4.3 Street Canyon Validation
As we can see from the previous sections the new system does provide better visuals,
easy pseudo-urban environment generation and it does provide the capability to perform
more detailed calculations. But in order to prove the hypothesis
Adding micro level material details to buildings at a scale smaller than the domain
discretization will aﬀect the energy balance calculations in the urban environment.
we take a real life test case and compare our results. The test case taken is of an urban street
canyon. An urban street canyon is deﬁned as an area that is covered by walls on both sides.
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Figure 4.8: The temperature output of the building in Gothenburg.
Canyons are considered particularly interesting because the surfaces within the walls have
less sun exposure hence, the temperature in these regions are highly dependent on the walls
surrounding them[18]. The current QESRadiant system was used to recreate the one-year
long ﬁeld experiment conducted at Gothenburg street Canyon study[2] and hence validate
QES by comparing simulated values with measured values.
Due to the limitations of the QES system some limitations were considered when run-
ning these simulations. The location of the experiment in Gothenburg, Sweden (57.42N,
11.58E) has some details like street lights and wires, the assumption was made that the
street is clear from all these details. The canyon is approximately 7.1m wide and 15 m tall.
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Sensors were placed at various locations in the canyon as described in the paper[9]. The
approximate positioning of the sensors can be visioned in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: The approximate location of the sensors in the Gothenburg, Sweden experiment.
Since virtual sensors in the system can only record radiation ﬂuxes in one direction, two
of these sensors were used in each location to record these values. The sensors recorded
incoming(down) and outgoing(up) shortwave and longwave radiations. Since our system
has updated the QES system to obtain albedo values from the window maps but still uses
the same emissivity values as the QESRadiant system, wewill concentrate on the shortwave
radiations for our results. A major assumption made in QES Radiant was about the physical
properties of the wall surfaces, they were assigned a uniform albedo value of 0.3 and the
entire wall was considered to be made up of a diﬀuse material. Eliasson[9] describes the
wall to be composed of 25% windows. Now with the new visual system we try to map
those windows which were previously ignored in the canyon test. A similar method was
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used as described in the previous sections to generate some of the remaining buildings in
the scene that were close to the sensors. The resulting image in Figure 4.10, has now got
the details of having windows on the wall rather than it being of one ﬁxed albedo value.
This addition of windows is kept generic so that we do not lose the generality of the system.
Although if more precise results are required we can model the complete wall as a window
and assign the color map albedo properties for the entire wall. This will give more precise
results since we are exactly mapping the scene walls, but now the wall type generated has
speciﬁc dimensions and is not generic to be used in other Psuedo urban environments. So,
in order to maintain generality the modelling is kept generic.
The experiment was run for the course of three days covering July 30, 2003 - Aug 1,
2003. The experiment was run using the old QESRadiant and the new system with the
addition of the windows. The results compared are only for shortwave radiations because
those are the ﬂuxes aﬀected most by albedo values.
4.3.1 Results
Table Table 4.1 gives a comparison between the QES Radiant system with and without
the window detail added. For most of the sensors and direction, we can see an improvement
in the Index of Agreement(IA) which represents how close we are to the actual measured
value. A value of 1.0 for IA represents a perfect simulation with measured and simulated
temperatures being in total agreement. In order to explain the behaviour represented by
these values, we have a look at the time series plots for all the sensors in Figure 4.11. These
values were taken from these sensors on a three-day period covering from July 30, 2003 -
Aug 1, 2003. The Figure 4.11 shows comparison for three diﬀerent sensors. Sensor C4 is
placed between the two sets of buildings since we have only modeled one set of buildings
with the window system so the eﬀect on this sensor is not huge as shown in Figure 4.11a.
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Sensor IA QES IA QES Windowed R2 QES R2 QES Windowed
C2 down 0.896 0.910 0.880 0.889
C2 up 0.783 0.799 0.615 0.621
C4 down 0.900 0.902 0.859 0.862
C4 up 0.731 0.764 0.445 0.689
E2 down 0.717 0.773 0.189 0.360
E2 up 0.743 0.773 0.356 0.409
W2 down 0.898 0.828 0.874 0.764
W2 up 0.765 0.811 0.173 0.242
Table 4.1: Reﬁned index of Agreement (IA) and coeﬃcient of determination (R2) for urban
canyon test case with old QESRadiant system and with the new QESRadiant system. A
perfect score for both IA and R2 is 1.0. Up represents the sensor recording the outgoing
shortwave ﬂuxes while down represents the sensor recording incoming shortwave ﬂuxes.
The simulation was run for days covering July 30, 2003 - Aug 1, 2003.
Figure 4.11b has the sensor C2 placed in the inner center of the canyon. The spikes in the
value are because of shadows formed by objects like street lamps, which are not modelled in
the system hence the diﬀerence in values for these spikes. In comparison, the QES Radiant
with windows performs better than the old system especially when the sensor is receiving
no direct solar radiation. Figure 4.11c shows similar behaviour as sensor C2 for sensor E2.
To discuss this in detail, we will take one of the sensors as an example. We choose
sensor C2 because it is centrally placed and hence will not have drastic eﬀects due to poor
modelling but still will receive impacts from the modelling because C4 is placed too close
to the part of the scene which is not modelled. Each day of simulation can be broken down
further into three phases.
Phase 1
The ﬁrst phase is when the sensor is not receiving any direct solar radiation, but it is
beginning to receive energy through reﬂection and heat transfer from other objects in the
scene. Over here you can see in Figure 4.12 the windowed system performs better than the
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counterpart because it provides a better approximation of the environment and hence gives
better results.
Figure 4.12: The ﬁrst phase when sensor received no direct solar radiation.
Phase 2
The next phase is when the sensor is receiving direct solar illumination. Over here as
you can see in Figure 4.13 still the windowed simulation is performing better. Although the
improvement is not as much as in the ﬁrst phase this is because a major source of radiation is
now direct solar radiation rather than the reﬂections from the surrounding materials. Hence
in this phase the impact from better modelling is not as much since geometry surrounding
the building is not the most dominant factor of energy.
Figure 4.13: The second phase when sensor receives direct solar radiation.
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Phase 3
The ﬁnal phase is again similar to the ﬁrst phase when the sensor is receiving no direct
solar radiations. As it can be seen in Figure 4.14 again the windowed model is outperform-
ing the non-windowed model due to better modelling of the scene.
Figure 4.14: The third phase when sensor received no direct solar radiation.
Using the observations and the experiments, it can be concluded that modeling the scene
with more details has improved the results. Hence, this proves our original hypothesis that
Adding micro level material details to buildings at a scale smaller than the domain
discretization will aﬀect the energy balance calculations in the urban environment.
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Figure 4.10: Scene simulating an urban canyon in Gothenburg, Sweden.
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Figure 4.11: Time series of the sensors from July 30 2003 - Aug 1 2003. Shortwave ra-
diations are very sensitive to solar radiations hence the spikes are because of details like
lamp posts and wires. The QES Radiant performs better than the old system which had the
assumption of walls being of a uniform material.
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5 Conclusions
To address the Heat Island Phenomena we need an interactive system which can accu-
rately simulate urban environments with high precision. The problem comes in balancing
interactivity and precision. Apart from being precise we also need a system that can generate
pseudo-urban environments without requiring huge manual conﬁgurations. Since graphic
cards have become more generic and more powerful than ever before we can utilize this
processing power to develop these systems. A good simulation system should also help in
diagnostics of scenes by providing better representation of the urban environments.
This paper introduces an OptiX based ray tracing engine to visualize the scenes repre-
sented in QUIC EnvSim (QES). This can be used for better diagnostic of heat spots and
other areas in the urban environments. This paper also extends the capability of QES by
getting rid of the assumption that complete buildings are made up of only one material type.
This is done in this paper with the introduction of windows on walls of the buildings. The
windows can vary in shape, size and amount. The system facilitates adding new building
types into the system by keeping most of the code generic. Building type allotment for
diﬀerent scenes can be done speciﬁcally for any building or, the system can be asked to
assign the building types randomly in the scene using deﬁned percentages.
This paper also uses the details added in the visuals to get better results for shortwave
and longwave radiation ﬂux calculations. Adding these details gives a better approximation
of the real world scenes. The Gothenburg, Sweden urban canyon simulation is run after
adding these details into the radiation ﬂux calculations. The results show that adding this
level of detail has resulted in improved results without any extra run times. Achieving this
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improvement in the results opens up a whole new spectrum of work that can be done to
enhance and improve the system. Further details can be added into the scenes by adding
doors and special ﬂoor types into the system. Apart from that, details can be added to the
ground like roads and roadside walks which will improve results and provide better visuals.
Hence, this work opens up many more areas of research that can be carried on as future
works.
Future Work
• As we have used maps for properties of windows, maps can also be used when getting
the properties for the base materials. For example, if we hit the part between two
bricks that is made up of cement which has properties diﬀerent to the properties for
a brick this will result in much more detailed calculations for the base materials.
• Right now the system is performing texture based calculations for albedo and the
diﬀuse fraction. Using texture based calculations for emissivity can help in getting
even more accurate results.
• More detailed modelling for buildings can be done by having doors, specialized ﬂoors
rather than having repeating ﬂoors and adding details to roofs of buildings.
• More detailed modelling for ground like sidewalks and street lamps can be introduced
to provide a more urban look to our scenes and get more detailed calculations.
• Smarter building assignment can be done by using the height to width ratio of each
building when assigning the building type rather than doing it randomly. For example
buildings which are much taller than they are wide can be assigned as some kind of
sky scrapper while buildings which are much wider rather than taller can be assigned
a type as some type of a warehouse.
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A Appendix A
A.1 Window Calculation
The code below describes the kernel code that is used by the kernels to get the base
color, wall properties and check if the hit point is on a window or not.
# i n c l u d e <o p t i x . h>
# i n c l u d e <op t i x_ma th . h>
# i n c l u d e " QESConstants . h "
/ / C r e a t e ONB from normal . R e s u l t i n g W i s P a r a l l e l t o normal
__dev i ce__ _ _ i n l i n e _ _ vo id createUVW ( con s t f l o a t 3& d , f l o a t 3& U,
f l o a t 3& V, f l o a t 3& W ) {
W = no rma l i z e ( −d ) ;
U = c r o s s ( W, make_ f l o a t 3 ( 0 . f , 0 . f , −1. f ) ) ;
i f ( f a b s f ( U. x ) < 0 .001 f && f a b s f ( U. y ) < 0 .001 f && f a b s f ( U. z ) <
0 .001 f ) {
U = c r o s s ( W, make_ f l o a t 3 ( 1 . f , 0 . f , 0 . f ) ) ;
}
U = no rma l i z e ( U ) ;
V = no rma l i z e ( c r o s s ( W, U ) ) ;
} / / end c r e a t e o r t h ono rma l b a s i s
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/ /
/ / S e t up our v i s u a l _ r a y r a y t y p e and pay load
/ /
s t r u c t V i sua lRayPay load {
f l o a t 3 c o l o r _ o f _ o b j e c t _ h i t ;
f l o a t padd ing ;
} ;
/ / S t r u c t u r e used t o s t o r e t h e p r o p e r t i e s f o r a l l t h e wa l l s and
b u i l d i n g s .
s t r u c t Wa l l P r o p e r t i e s {
f l o a t a c t u a l _w indow_ l eng t h ;
f l o a t a c t u a l _w indow_he i gh t ;
f l o a t a c t u a l _ g a p _ l e n g t h ;
f l o a t f l o o r _ h e i g h t ;
f l o a t l e n g t h _ o f _ b u i l d i n g ;
f l o a t f a c e_window_pe r cen t age ;
f l o a t co rne r_edge_gap ;
} ;
/ /
/ / V a r i a b l e s s e t by Scene b u i l d e r
/ / / /
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( f l o a t 3 , bu i l d i ng_min , , ) ;
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( f l o a t 3 , bu i ld ing_max , , ) ;
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( f l o a t 3 , v1 , , ) ;
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( f l o a t 3 , v2 , , ) ;
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( f l o a t 3 , anchor , , ) ;
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/ /
/ / V a r i a b l e s s e t by OptiX
/ / / /
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( u i n t , h i t _ p a t c h _ i d , a t t r i b u t e h i t _ p a t c h _ i d , ) ;
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( Visua lRayPay load , da t a , r t P a y l o a d , ) ;
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( u i n t , v i s u a l _ r a y , , ) ;
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( f l o a t 3 , h i t _ p o i n t , a t t r i b u t e h i t _ p o i n t , ) ;
/ /
/ / V a r i a b l e s / Bu f f e r s s e t by v i s u a lR e nd e r
/ /
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( f l o a t 3 , eye , , ) ;
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( f l o a t 3 , v i ew_d i r e c t i o n , , ) ;
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( f l o a t , f o c a lLeng t h , , ) ;
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( f l o a t , imagePlaneWidth , , ) ;
r t B u f f e r < f l o a t 3> v i s u a l r e n d e r _ o u t p u t ;
r t B u f f e r <i n t , 1> p a t c h _ t a g s ;
/ / T ex t u r e Samples t o ho ld a l l t h e base t e x t u r e s
r t T e x t u r e S amp l e r< f l o a t 4 , 2> s o i l _ t e x ;
r t T e x t u r e S amp l e r< f l o a t 4 , 2> b r i c k _ t e x ;
r t T e x t u r e S amp l e r< f l o a t 4 , 2> c o n c r e t e _ t e x ;
r t T e x t u r e S amp l e r< f l o a t 4 , 2> g l a s s _ t e x ;
r t T e x t u r e S amp l e r< f l o a t 4 , 2> wood_tex ;
r t T e x t u r e S amp l e r< f l o a t 4 , 2> g r a v e l _ t e x ;
r t T e x t u r e S amp l e r< f l o a t 4 , 2> s and_ t e x ;
r t T e x t u r e S amp l e r< f l o a t 4 , 2> g r a s s _ t e x ;
r t T e x t u r e S amp l e r< f l o a t 4 , 2> wh i t e P a i n t _ t e x ;
r t T e x t u r e S amp l e r< f l o a t 4 , 2> t a r P a p e r _ t e x ;
r t T e x t u r e S amp l e r< f l o a t 4 , 2> b lackBody_ tex ;
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/ / c o n t a i n s t h e c o r d i n a t e s f o r t h e base t e x t u r e
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( f l o a t 3 , t excoo rd , a t t r i b u t e t excoo rd , ) ;
/ / Th i s f u n c t i o n i s used t o g e t t h e c o o r d i n a t e s f o r t h e base t e x t u r e
t ype . I f a window has no s p e c i a l t y p e a s s i g n e d i t i s a s s i g n e d a
t e x t u r e based on t h e base m a t e r i a l t y p e a s s i g n e d t o i t i n t h e QES
sys tem . p a t c h _ t a g c o n t a i n s t h e i n f o rm a t i o n abou t t h e t ype o f t h e
m a t e r i a l .
__dev i ce__ _ _ i n l i n e _ _ vo id g e t P a t c h P r o p e r t i e s ( i n t p a t c h_ t a g , f l o a t 3
* p a t c h _ c o l o r ) {
i f ( p a t c h _ t a g & MATERIAL_SOIL ) {
* p a t c h _ c o l o r = make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( s o i l _ t e x , t e x c oo r d . x , t e x c oo r d . y ) ) ;
}
e l s e i f ( p a t c h _ t a g & MATERIAL_REDBRICK ) {
* p a t c h _ c o l o r = make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( b r i c k _ t e x , t e x c oo r d . x ,
t e x c oo r d . y ) ) ;
}
e l s e i f ( p a t c h _ t a g & MATERIAL_CONCRETE ) {
* p a t c h _ c o l o r = make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( c o n c r e t e _ t e x , t e x c oo r d . x ,
t e x c oo r d . y ) ) ;
}
e l s e i f ( p a t c h _ t a g & MATERIAL_GLASS ) {
* p a t c h _ c o l o r = make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( g l a s s _ t e x , t e x c oo r d . x ,
t e x c oo r d . y ) ) ;
}
e l s e i f ( p a t c h _ t a g & MATERIAL_WOOD ) {
* p a t c h _ c o l o r = make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( wood_tex , t e x c oo r d . x , t e x c oo r d . y ) ) ;
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}e l s e i f ( p a t c h _ t a g & MATERIAL_GRAVEL ) {
* p a t c h _ c o l o r = make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( g r a v e l _ t e x , t e x c oo r d . x ,
t e x c oo r d . y ) ) ;
}
e l s e i f ( p a t c h _ t a g & MATERIAL_SAND ) {
* p a t c h _ c o l o r = make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( sand_ t ex , t e x c oo r d . x , t e x c oo r d . y ) ) ;
}
e l s e i f ( p a t c h _ t a g & MATERIAL_GRASS ) {
* p a t c h _ c o l o r = make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( g r a s s _ t e x , t e x c oo r d . x ,
t e x c oo r d . y ) ) ;
}
e l s e i f ( p a t c h _ t a g & MATERIAL_WHITEPIGMENT ) {
* p a t c h _ c o l o r = make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( wh i t e P a i n t _ t e x , t e x c oo r d . x ,
t e x c oo r d . y ) ) ;
}
e l s e i f ( p a t c h _ t a g & MATERIAL_TARPAPER ) {
* p a t c h _ c o l o r = make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( t a r P a p e r _ t e x , t e x c oo r d . x ,
t e x c oo r d . y ) ) ;
}
e l s e i f ( p a t c h _ t a g & MATERIAL_BLACKBODY ) {
* p a t c h _ c o l o r = make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( b lackBody_tex , t e x c oo r d . x ,
t e x c oo r d . y ) ) ;
}
e l s e { / / S o i l be d e f a u l t
* p a t c h _ c o l o r = make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( s o i l _ t e x , t e x c oo r d . x , t e x c oo r d . y ) ) ;
}
} / / end g e t p a t c h p r o p e r t i e s
/ /
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/ / Miss
/ /
/ / Re tu rn g ray
RT_PROGRAM void r ay_mi s s ( ) {
d a t a . c o l o r _ o f _ o b j e c t _ h i t = make_ f l o a t 3 ( 0 . 2 f , 0 . 2 f , 0 . 2 f ) ;
} / / end r ay h i t vege
/ / Bu f f e r f i l l e d by View Fa c t o r model which c o n t a i n s t h e amount o f sun
v i s i b l e from t h a t p a t c h .
r t B u f f e r <f l o a t , 1> p a t c h _ f s u n ;
/ / Func t i o n used t o r e t u r n t h e Base Colo r f o r each b u i l d i n g t h i s i s
o b t a i n e d by u s i ng pre−d e f i n e d t e x t u r e t y p e s . Th i s m a t e r i a l i s t h e
m a t e r i a l a s s i g n e d i n t h e QES Bu i l d i n g Bu i l d e r t o t h e p a t c h .
__dev i ce__ _ _ i n l i n e _ _ vo id ge tBa s eCo lo r ( f l o a t 3 * b a s e _ c o l o r ) {
f l o a t fSky = pa t c h _ f s u n [ h i t _ p a t c h _ i d ] ;
i n t p a t c h _ t a g = p a t c h _ t a g s [ h i t _ p a t c h _ i d ] ;
f l o a t 3 t e x t u r e _ c o l o r = make_ f l o a t 3 ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) ;
g e t P a t c h P r o p e r t i e s ( p a t c h _ t a g , &t e x t u r e _ c o l o r ) ;
fSky = fSky + 0 . 2 f ;
* b a s e _ c o l o r = fSky * t e x t u r e _ c o l o r ;
}
/ / These v a l u e s a r e s e t pe r geomet ry and c o n t a i n i n f o rm a t i o n abou t t h a t
p a t c h
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( f l o a t , a c t u a l _w indow_ l eng th , , ) ;
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( f l o a t , a c t u a l _w indow_he igh t , , ) ;
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( f l o a t , a c t u a l _ g a p _ l e n g t h , , ) ;
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( f l o a t , f l o o r _ h e i g h t , , ) ;
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r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( f l o a t , l e n g t h _ o f _ b u i l d i n g , , ) ;
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( f l o a t , f a ce_window_pe rcen t age , , ) ;
r t D e c l a r eV a r i a b l e ( f l o a t , co rne r_edge_gap , , ) ;
/ / F unc t i o n used t o o b t a i n t h e wa l l p r o p e r t i e s f o r t h a t p a t c h
__dev i ce__ _ _ i n l i n e _ _ vo id g e tW a l l P r o p e r t i e s ( Wa l l P r o p e r t i e s &wa l l _p rop )
{
wa l l _p rop . a c t u a l _w indow_ l eng t h = ac t u a l _w indow_ l eng t h ;
wa l l _p rop . a c t u a l _w indow_he i gh t = ac t u a l _w indow_he i gh t ;
wa l l _p rop . a c t u a l _ g a p _ l e n g t h = a c t u a l _ g a p _ l e n g t h ;
wa l l _p rop . f l o o r _ h e i g h t= f l o o r _ h e i g h t ;
wa l l _p rop . l e n g t h _ o f _ b u i l d i n g = l e n g t h _ o f _ b u i l d i n g ;
wa l l _p rop . f a c e_window_pe r cen t age = face_window_pe r cen t age ;
wa l l _p rop . co rne r_edge_gap = co rne r_edge_gap ;
}
/ / Func t i o n wi th on ly h i t p o i n t a s t h e i n p u t a rgument r e s t e v e r y t h i n g
i s pre−d e c l a r e d as a v a r i a b l e i n t h i s k e r n e l . Th i s f u n c t i o n o u t p u t s
t h e x and y c o o r d i n a t e s t o t h e t e x t u r e and t r u e i f h i t p o i n t i s on
a window or f a l s e o t h e r wise .
__dev i ce__ _ _ i n l i n e _ _ boo l isWindow ( f l o a t 3 h i t _ p o i n t , f l o a t& xTexCord ,
f l o a t& yTexCord ) {
f l o a t 3 p lane_min = ancho r ;
f l o a t 3 plane_max = ancho r + ( v1 / do t ( v1 , v1 ) ) + ( v2 / do t ( v2 ,
v2 ) ) ;
f l o a t 3 bu i l d i ngU , bu i l d i ngV , bui ld ingW ;
createUVW ( plane_min , bu i l d i ngU , bu i l d i ngV , bui ld ingW ) ;
f l o a t p l a n e_w id t h = plane_max . y − p lane_min . y ;
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i f ( p l a n e_w id t h == 0 . 0 )
p l a n e_w id t h = plane_max . x − p lane_min . x ;
i f ( p l a n e_w id t h < 1 . 0 )
p l a n e_w id t h *= −1.0;
f l o a t p l a n e _ h e i g h t = plane_max . z − p lane_min . z ;
/ / pe r fo rm t h e h i t p o i n t p e r c e n t a g e v e c t o r c a l c u l a t i o n s
f l o a t 3 h i t _ v e c t o r = plane_min − h i t _ p o i n t ;
f l o a t 3 max_vec to r = plane_min − plane_max ;
f l o a t w_magnitude = do t ( bu i l d i ngU , h i t _ v e c t o r ) ;
f l o a t h_magni tude = do t ( bu i l d i ngV , h i t _ v e c t o r ) ;
f l o a t 3 w_ p r o j e c t i o n _ v e c t o r = w_magnitude * ( bu i l d i ngU ) ;
f l o a t 3 h _ p r o j e c t i o n _ v e c t o r = h_magni tude * ( bu i l d i ngV ) ;
f l o a t w_pro j ec t i on_mag = s q r t ( ( w _ p r o j e c t i o n _ v e c t o r . x *
w_p r o j e c t i o n _ v e c t o r . x )
+( w_ p r o j e c t i o n _ v e c t o r . y * w_ p r o j e c t i o n _ v e c t o r . y )
+( w_ p r o j e c t i o n _ v e c t o r . z * w_ p r o j e c t i o n _ v e c t o r . z ) ) ;
f l o a t h_p r o j e c t i o n_mag = s q r t ( ( h _ p r o j e c t i o n _ v e c t o r . x *
h _ p r o j e c t i o n _ v e c t o r . x )
+( h _ p r o j e c t i o n _ v e c t o r . y * h _ p r o j e c t i o n _ v e c t o r . y )
+( h _ p r o j e c t i o n _ v e c t o r . z * h _ p r o j e c t i o n _ v e c t o r . z ) ) ;
f l o a t w_max_vec tor_magni tude = do t ( bu i l d i ngU , max_vec to r ) ;
f l o a t h_max_vec to r_magn i tude = do t ( bu i l d i ngV , max_vec to r ) ;
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f l o a t 3 w_p ro j e c t i o n_ve c t o r _max = w_max_vector_magni tude *
( bu i l d i ngU ) ;
f l o a t 3 h _p r o j e c t i o n _v e c t o r _max = h_max_vec to r_magn i tude *
( bu i l d i ngV ) ;
f l o a t w_projec t ion_mag_max = s q r t ( ( w_p ro j e c t i o n_ve c t o r _max . x *
w_p ro j e c t i o n_ve c t o r _max . x )
+( w_p ro j e c t i o n_ve c t o r _max . y *
w_p ro j e c t i o n_ve c t o r _max . y )
+( w_p ro j e c t i o n_ve c t o r _max . z *
w_p ro j e c t i o n_ve c t o r _max . z ) ) ;
f l o a t h_pro jec t ion_mag_max = s q r t ( ( h _ p r o j e c t i o n _v e c t o r _max . x *
h_p r o j e c t i o n _v e c t o r _max . x )
+( h _p r o j e c t i o n _ v e c t o r _max . y *
h_p r o j e c t i o n _v e c t o r _max . y )
+( h _p r o j e c t i o n _ v e c t o r _max . z *
h_p r o j e c t i o n _v e c t o r _max . z ) ) ;
f l o a t p e r c_w id t h = w_pro j ec t i on_mag / w_projec t ion_mag_max ;
f l o a t p e r c _ h e i g h t = h_p ro j e c t i o n_mag / h_pro jec t ion_mag_max ;
p e r c_w id t h = pe r c_w id t h * p l a n e_w id t h ;
i n t no_of_windows = ( f a ce_window_pe r cen t age * p l a n e_w id t h ) /
a c t u a l _w indow_ l eng t h ;
f l o a t p e r c _ co r n e r _ edge_gap = co rne r_edge_gap * p l a n e_w id t h ;
f l o a t i n c r e a s e _ f a c t o r = pe r c_ co r n e r _ edge_gap ;
f l o a t p e r c _m i n _qu a n t i t y = i n c r e a s e _ f a c t o r ;
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f l o a t p e r c_max_quan t i t y = p e r c _m i n _qu a n t i t y + ac t u a l _w indow_ l eng t h ;
f l o a t h e i g h t _ g ap = f l o o r _ h e i g h t − a c t u a l _w indow_he i gh t ;
h e i g h t _ g ap = he i gh t _ g ap / 2 . 0 ;
i n t n o _ o f _ f l o o r s = p l a n e _ h e i g h t / f l o o r _ h e i g h t ;
f l o a t p e r c _ h e i g h t _m i n _ q u a n t i t y = he i gh t _ g ap ;
f l o a t p e r c _ h e i g h t _max_qu a n t i t y = p e r c _ h e i g h t _m i n _ q u a n t i t y +
ac t u a l _w indow_he i gh t ;
f o r ( i n t i = 1 ; i <= no_of_windows ; i ++) {
i f ( p e r c _m i n _qu a n t i t y + ac t u a l _w indow_ l eng t h > p l an e_w id t h )
r e t u r n f a l s e ;
i f ( p e r c_w id t h > p e r c _m i n _qu a n t i t y && pe r c_w id t h < pe r c_max_quan t i t y )
{
f o r ( i n t x = 1 ; x <= no _ o f _ f l o o r s ; x++)
{
i f ( ( p e r c _ h e i g h t * p l a n e _ h e i g h t ) > p e r c _ h e i g h t _m i n _ q u a n t i t y &&
( p e r c _ h e i g h t * p l a n e _ h e i g h t ) < p e r c _ h e i g h t _max_qu a n t i t y )
{
xTexCord = pe r c_w id t h − p e r c _m i n _qu a n t i t y ;
xTexCord = xTexCord / a c t u a l _w indow_ l eng t h ;
yTexCord = ( p e r c _ h e i g h t * p l a n e _ h e i g h t ) −
p e r c _ h e i g h t _m i n _ q u a n t i t y ;
yTexCord = yTexCord / a c t u a l _w indow_he i gh t ;
r e t u r n t r u e ;
}
p e r c _ h e i g h t _m i n _ q u a n t i t y = p e r c _ h e i g h t _max_qu a n t i t y +
( h e i g h t _ g ap * 2 . 0 ) ;
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p e r c _ h e i g h t _max_qu a n t i t y = p e r c _ h e i g h t _m i n _ q u a n t i t y +
ac t u a l _w indow_he i gh t ;
}
}
p e r c _ h e i g h t _m i n _ q u a n t i t y = he i gh t _ g ap ;
p e r c _ h e i g h t _max_qu a n t i t y = p e r c _ h e i g h t _m i n _ q u a n t i t y +
ac t u a l _w indow_he i gh t ;
p e r c _m i n _qu a n t i t y = pe r c_max_quan t i t y + ( a c t u a l _ g a p _ l e n g t h ) ;
p e r c _max_quan t i t y = p e r c _m i n_qu a n t i t y + ( a c t u a l _w indow_ l eng t h ) ;
}
r e t u r n f a l s e ;
}
code/base_building.cu
A.2 Sample Visual Renderer
The code below shows a sample Visual Renderer. This is the code from one of the
buildings in the Gothenburg, Sweden simluation.
/ / Th i s c o n t a i n s t h e imp l emen t a t i o n f o r t h e f u n c t i o n f o r g e t t i n g
Ma t e r i a l P r o p e r t i e s and g e t t i n g t h e window h i t c o o r d i n t e s
# i n c l u d e " b a s e _ b u i l d i n g . cu "
/ / T e x t u r e s f o r Gothenburg , Sweededn b u i l i n g t o t h e l e f t o f t h e view
r t T e x t u r e S amp l e r< f l o a t 4 , 2> gBe rgLe f t _ba s e ;
r t T e x t u r e S amp l e r< f l o a t 4 , 2> gBergLef t_window ;
/ / Naming conv en t i o n f o r t h e h i t f u n c t i o n shou l d be f o l l owed
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RT_PROGRAM void h i t _ p a t c h _ gBe r gL e f t ( ) {
f l o a t xTexCord , yTexCord ;
/ / Get t h e sun view f a c t o r from t h e sun view f a c t o r s b u f f e r .
f l o a t fSun = pa t c h _ f s u n [ h i t _ p a t c h _ i d ] ;
/ / Add some ambian t l i g h t t o t h e sun view so t h a t no p a r t o f t h e
s cene i s c omp l e t e l y da rk .
fSun = fSun + 0 . 2 ;
/ / Get t h e p a t c h t a g i n f o rm a t i o n t h i s i s used t o g e t t h e base
m a t e r i a l o f t h e p a t c h
i n t p a t c h _ t a g = p a t c h _ t a g s [ h i t _ p a t c h _ i d ] ;
/ / Check i f t h e p a t c h h i t i s a wa l l o r no t . Th i s i s done t o avo id
t e x t u r i n g r o o f s .
i f ( p a t c h _ t a g & MATERIAL_REDBRICK ) {
/ / Check i f t h e h i t p o i n t i s on a window or no t and app ly t e x t u r e s
a c c o r d i n g l y .
i f ( isWindow ( h i t _ p o i n t , xTexCord , yTexCord ) )
/ / Mu l t i p l y by t h e sun view f a c t o r t o g e t shadows on t h e b u i l d i n g s
d a t a . c o l o r _ o f _ o b j e c t _ h i t = fSun *
make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( gBergLeft_window , xTexCord , yTexCord ) ) ;
e l s e
d a t a . c o l o r _ o f _ o b j e c t _ h i t = fSun *
make_ f l o a t 3 ( tex2D ( gBergLe f t_base , t e x c oo r d . x , t e x c oo r d . y ) ) ;
}
}
code/gBergLeft.cu
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B Appendix B
B.1 Building Types
9 of the building types in the system are shown below.
Figure B.1: Brick Building Type 1
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Figure B.2: Brick Building Type 2
Figure B.3: European Building
89
Figure B.4: Concrete Building Type 1
Figure B.5: Concrete Building Type 2
90
Figure B.6: Marble Building
Figure B.7: Mud Building
91
Figure B.8: Skyscraper type 1
Figure B.9: Skyscraper type 2
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C Appendix C
C.1 Hadware and Experiment Details
This section describes the diﬀerent machines used in order to run the experiments and
simulations.
C.1.1 CSDEV 01
OS Ubuntu 14.04.2 LTS
RAM 32847732 KB
CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5820K CPU @ 3.30GHz x 12
GPU GeForce GTX TITAN X
Software NVIDIA OptiX 3.6.2, CUDA 6.0
C.1.2 CSDEV 02
OS Ubuntu 14.04.2 LTS
RAM 32847732 KB
CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5820K CPU @ 3.30GHz x 12
GPU GeForce GTX TITAN X
Software NVIDIA OptiX 3.6.2, CUDA 6.0
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